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P R E F r t . C E 
u?cope i 
The present studyJAintended to bring at one place 
in the form of abstracts annotation of delinquency. The 
concept of delinquency has been considered from two 
aspects/ Legal and social. In Legal sence delinquency 
means tne benaviour which is prohibited by the criminal 
law of tne land and detined as an offence in the text 
of criminal legislations. 
The legal aspect of juvenile delinquency is based 
on the most important maxim of criminal jurisprudence i.e. 
Dolly incapax meaning thereby that tiie infant is incapable 
of committing a criminal offence. And from the social 
aspect delinquency means any type of behavioxor that is not 
society accepted. 
Methodology; 
I have collected material on the sx±>ject by consul-
ting primary Sources i.e. periodicals from the seminar of 
Department of Law* Sociology, A.M.U./Aligarh and i^ laulana 
Azad Library, A.M.U., ^ligarh. The titles of the periodicals 
used for compiling bibliography are given at the last portion 
of the part III indexes. 
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Standards followed: 
Care has been taken to strictly follow the rules 
and practices of the Indian Standards for Bibliographical 
Reference ( 13:2381-1963) for each entry of the bibliography. 
Attempt has been made to give a standard abbreviation for 
titles of periodicals by following Indian Standard guide 
for abbreviation of woras in titles of perioaicals using 
Roman alphabet ( IS; 18-1970). The items of bibliographical 
reference for each entry of periodical are arranged as 
follows; 
(a 
(b 
(c 
(d, 
(e 
(f 
eg 
(h 
(i 
(j 
(k 
(1 
tm 
in 
(o 
(p 
Name(s) of author (s) 
Full Stop (.) 
Title of contribution including sub title,if any. 
Full stop (,) 
Title of the periodical in an abbreviated form. 
Full stop(.) 
Volume number 
Coma i, ) 
I s s u e niomber 
Semi colon (; ) 
Year of p \ i b l i c a t i o n 
Coma (, ) 
Date of Publication 
Semi Colon (;) 
Page niombers of a r t i c l e i n i n c l u s i v e n o t a t i o n 
F u l l s top (.) 
iv 
Specimen Entry: 
MUiGii:.x\JEi; (HeJcha), Juvenile delinquency in a 
changing society. Ind J Crimq. 7,2; 1979,Jul; 138-42. 
In a society undergoing process of modernization, 
subgroups U canmunity witn in it find itself confronted 
with rapid &c complex changes in oppor & challenges 
constituting its life situation, 
Subject ueadinq; 
i^ ittempt has been made to give co-extensive subject 
headings as much as possible. It will fecilitate readers 
to find out desired article(sj from this bibliography. 
If more than one entry comes under the same subject heading, 
they are arranged alphabetically letter by letter. 
arrangement; 
rtn entry is preceded by subject heading in capitals. 
The entry begins with entry element ( i.e.Surname) of the 
autnor in capitals, followed Dy secondry element(i.e. fore-
name) in parenthisis, and then the title of the article, 
which is followed by the title of the periodical in an 
abbreviated form, its volume no, issue no, date of publi-
cation after whicn pages in inclusive notations are given. 
Each entry is tnen followed by an abstract of the article. 
Index: 
The index part contains author index, title index 
and subject index. These are arranged alphabetically letter 
by letter. i.ach entry in tne index guiaes to the specific 
entry or entries in the bibliography. Title index gives the 
subtitle also, as the same title occurs in many cases. It 
is hoped that the entries in indexes will be useful in 
consultation of the bibliography. 
PART ONE 
NTRODUCTiON 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The word delinquency, like the word crime is used 
frequently in common man's vocabulary. Yet tnere is no 
clarity of concept regarding the exact meaning of the terra. 
The definiuion of crime as well as the definition of delin-
quency differ and it is very difficult to find out a precise 
definition of the concept. However, delinquency can be 
considered from two aspects mainly legal point of view and 
from social point of view. 
From the legal stand point,delinquency is called a 
pattern of behaviour which is disapproved by the coxirt of 
law. It is a very simple concept such as ungovernable, 
incorrigible, unmanageable, desertion from home and associa-
tion with anti-social elements. But from social point of 
view, delinquency means any type of behaviour that is not 
socially accepted. The difficulty regarding the exact or 
precise meaning arises due to the fact that legal and moral 
standards differ in different countries. Prof, Bela Dutta 
rightly observes "what appears to be a delinquent behaviour 
in USA might not be considered so in other society where 
there is an institutionalized indulgence to certain beha-
viour pattern. 
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The National Probation association of the United 
States has given a definition of a delinquent child as 
"rt child who has violated any law of the states or any 
ordinance or regulation of a sub-division of the State"^ 
(B) " A child who by reason of being way word or habi-
tually disobeuient is uncontrolled by his parent* guardian 
or custodian". 
Friendlinder also said that delinquency " as juvenile 
misconduct that might be dealt with xinder the law". 
According to Cyril Burt " when antisocial tendencies of a 
cnild appear so serious that he becomes or ought to become 
the subject of official action " than child is marked as 
delinquent child". 
Paul Tappan, an eminent criminologist said that "delinquency 
is any act, course of conduct or situation whicn might be 
brought before court and adjudicated whether in fact it 
becomes to be treated there or by scane other sources or 
indeed remains untreated". 
There are three approaches given by three schools: 
The classical and Clinical ^^pproach: Cesare Beccaria is 
tne founder of tne classical school of criminology. His 
Crime and i-uni shment/ pxxblisned in 1764 was intended 
as an antidole to the arbitrary imposition of penalities 
according to tne whim of -ondividual judges of the day". 
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Beccaria and his school believed in the "doctrine of 
free will". He believed that punishment as appropriate 
measxire -co the normal guilt irrespective of economic 
status/ i.e. such or poor because it is the individual 
who is only morally responsible for his acts. The degree 
of punishment would be severe dpending on the natvure and 
extent of crime. But he exempted children and the insane 
from punishment because they were incapable of skilful 
judgement as to the importance of their acts. On the 
contrary/ to him children should be provided protection 
and for this purpose they should be removed from society. 
The Clinical school developed various types of 
intelligence tests to be find out the relation between 
intelligence and delinquency. John Slawsan was the main 
defender of this scnool and he studied 1543 delinquent 
boys. Tae following are his major findings regarding the 
relationsnip oetween intelligence and delinquency; 
r'irstly/ in abstract verbal intexligence test eight 
out of ten delinquent did not get scores comparable to 
tnose of the unselected public school children. 
secondly/ mechanical aptitude and non-verbal intel-
ligence were not correlated with delinquency. The delin-
quency scores were about normal on the stenquest tests of 
mechanical aptitude. 
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Thirdly/ I'« had no relation with the seriousness 
of tne offences charged or the niimber of arrests. 
cut this theory has been severely criticised. 
Because the IQ should not be regarded as the only mea-
surable instrument of delinquency. Even psychologists 
today argue that intelligence to some extent depends on 
tne environmental factors. So intelligence should not 
be the only way to measure one's ability. Frentz, one of 
tne main critics of this scnool does not agree on the 
point tnat 1^ is the only measures of a person's ability 
because there are so many social functionings that are 
as important as 1 u to judge a persons mental efficiency 
with in a social setting. He argued that the system of 
classifying a child as defective is destructive if there 
is no evidence of social pathology, 
Further studies prove that there is no casual re-
lationship between low 1 ij and delinquency due to the 
fact tnat 1 w/ by and large* depends on educational oppor-
tionities and it is generally argued that delinquents in 
all societies belong mostly to deprived socio-economic 
groups, 
PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH: 
Sigmund i'reud / the pioneer of the psychiatric 
school stated that the role of unconcious should be given 
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importance in order to determine the individual behaviour, 
/imong psycnologists, Richard L Jenkins marked two types of 
behaviour, adaptive and maladaptive that would be res-
ponsible for delinquency. By adai,.tive he means goal 
directed behaviour while by maladaptive he means that 
behaviour whicn leads to frustration, David w Levys of 
this school emphasiged that delinquency was mainly due to 
defective paren-child relationship that resulted in inner-
psychological disturbance on the part of the child. Besides/ 
ririk Erikson advocates tnat feeling of insecurity and dif-
fusion of io.entity play important role on the youth, Tnese 
generate aelinquent tendencies in his mind. Psychologists 
argue that need for security/ need for acceptance/etc, are 
the basic needs not only for a child but also for an adult. 
So, according to Frik Erikson, when a child is deprived of 
these basic needs he divorces himself from adult control. 
nence his findings also have given stress on early relation-
ship between parent and child. 
But the psychologists believe that the psychological 
factor is the crucial variable and as such the solution is 
to redress the mental inbalance of the delinquents. 
SOCIULQGICAL APPRUAGH; 
The sociological school has emerged as a distinct 
theory of late. In general, the psychological school argues 
that certain situations lead to personal psychological 
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problems of adjustment for an individual and in turn a 
person develops a socially maladjusted behaviour pattern. 
Thus, they argue tnat attention should or must be focussed 
on the boys, his family ana their problems because delin-
quency is assumed to be a form of reaction to the problems. 
x'he sociological school has developed to deal with the 
social situational or environmental factors that are con-
ducive to behaviour pattern formation. According to the 
sociological approach social behaviour is not something 
gj-ven in ti'ie individual psyche independently of his expe-
rience in society but produced in social groups and inter-
nalized with in theindividual as a result of his exposure 
to tne pressures of these groups. 
Sophia 14. Robinson has broadly classified the so-
ciological approach into two groups. One is ecological 
research and another is faitiily centred research, 
£CuLQQICx\L /^PRO/iCH; 
Mainly in tne last four decades, sociologists were 
increasingly interested in applying ecological factors in 
order to understand socially deviant behaviour like delin-
quency. 
Ecology means the effect of the physical surroundings, 
especially the soil,climate and sunlight, on the growth 
and development of organisims. Undoubtedly ecology approach 
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for our purpose includes the effect of the neighbourhood/ 
gang, school, etc, on human character formation. 
A Sociologist , Cooley and others have laid emphasis 
on face to face relationship in tne primary group family 
as tne determinant factor of character formation and group 
behaviour. According to this approach, deviations from 
normal family settings should be examined repeatedly for 
their bearing on delinquency. 
oo,the sociologists of different nations for the 
world have stuaied juvenile delinquency from socio-economic 
and cultural view points. They point out that family con-
ditions/ neighbourhood influence, peers' influence, school 
environment/ econcmic factors, etc. are some of the social 
factors that play decisive role in behaviour pattern of 
an individual. 
riccording to Grant 6 I'lcCielean/ "we must accept 
this funaamental promise; i'Jo chila is born into the world 
to be bad or good. He is as bad or as good as we make it 
possible for him to be". It indicates that socialization 
plays the vital role in personality development of the 
individual. Socialization is the process by which the new 
born child acquires the values of the group and is shaped 
into a social being. 
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In short, socialization consists of learning the 
way in performing certain social roles satisfactorily. 
These roles incorporated the behaviour pattern, tiow a 
cnild learns a set of roles* just in the family and 
tnen in other groups. Thus, groups like neignboxirhood 
group, peer group,school group play the role of secondary 
socializing agents. As a matter of fact, no one can 
ignore the importance of family as the most effective 
socializing agent. 
family has to perforra economic function also. It 
is tne family that ensures economic protection to its 
members. In some society though this function is performed 
sometimes by econcmic institutions but one cannot ignore 
the ultimate economic responsibility of family. For example, 
society may provide economic protection to its members 
but it is the duty of the members of family to seek for 
such economic protection and to utilize it properly, 
I'lenibers j^ articularly the children seek economic protection 
or security within the family. Family essentially acts 
ds the cultural mediator in a society. 
Size of family is also considered as a determinant 
factor of delinquency. It is well-established phenomena that 
an over-crowded home has a tendency to generate delinquent 
inclinations. John Barron Mays has quoted "severity of 
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crowding in the home is obviously an important factor 
in relation to the incidence of juvenile delinquency", 
j-.ccorciing to Gluecks, a crowded home develops some delin-
quency-related traits among the juveniles. These are low 
verbal intelligence, marked suspiciousness/ destructiveness/ 
feeling of isolation , acquisitiveness/ etc. But their 
finaings reveal that over-crowded home as a causal factor 
of delinquency has not much significance. Because they 
have seen that around 32% of delinquents as compared with 
24^ 0 of non-delinquents had over-crowded home experience, 
JUVENILE DELIN QUENCY i 
The term 'Juvenile delinquency' is very frequently 
used in common man's vocabulary. The dictionary meaning of 
'Juvenile* is 'a young person' or 'a child' and the meaning 
of 'delinquency' is 'failure in or omission of duty' or 
'fault* or 'crime'. Thus/ 'juvenile delinquency* indicates 
any failure in or emission of duty or fault or crime on the 
part of a child. Likewise 'delinquent' according to dictionary 
means an individual who fails in or leaves his duty or a 
trangressor. So 'j;uvenile delinquent* refers to an offender 
or a transgressor who is a child. Here we find that/ by 
'juvenile delinquency* one should bear in mind the offences 
that are committed by the individuals who are under certain 
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ages as specifiea in the law of the land. Though the age 
varies from society to society and even among different 
strata of the same society, it nas been noticed that the 
majority of tne nations in the world fix the age, with 
little variations/ at eighteen years approximately. Thus, 
tne concept 'juveniles' embrace both the children and the 
adolescents. i-o in brief, we can say that delinquent pro-
pensities or acts of the children as well as of the adoles-
cents are treated as juvenile delinquency. We are fond of 
using the term 'delinquency' rather than crime when an 
otfence is coranitted by either a child or an adolescent. So 
we are to see whetner there is any distinguishable notion 
of tne concepts between delinquency and crime. There is no 
uniformity of opinions regarding the conception of delin_ 
quency as well as of crime. For example, the second United 
Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment 
of Offenders in 1960 stated that juvenile delinquency shovdd 
be understood by the oommission of an act which, if com-
mitted by an adult, would be considered a crime". Thus, we 
can assume from this statement that there is no distinction 
between the two concepts, delinquency and crime. But 
according to ur. I'lanshardt, 'the delinquent child is not a 
young criminal. So Dr. Manshardt desires to draw a distinc-
tive line between delinquency and criminality. This is 
pernaps due to the fact that juvenile delinquency starts 
with no definite purpose or motive, a delinquent child can 
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be defined as a "wayward/ incorrigible or habitually 
disobedient child. Thus, running away from school,truancy, 
visiting places where liquor is used, wandering about 
protected places, indulging in sexual promiscuity,asso-
ciating with deviants smoking cigarettes and the like 
are considered as juvenile is more inclusive in nature 
altnougn tne range of inclusion varies among different 
societies of the world, I can be seen that what is an 
offence to a juvenile is not an offence to an adult, i'or 
example, running from home or smoking cigarettes is not 
considered as an oftence in case of an adult but it is 
very often treated as an offence when committed by a 
juvenile. Hence, the term 'delinquency' rather than crime 
is used in the wider sense of the concept. 
Juvenile delinquency is one of the major social 
problems of deviation wnicii almost all modern societies 
have to face. But the nature and extent of juvenile offences 
varies considerably from one society to another and even 
among the different strata of the same society, i'or example, 
the following are some of the acts that are considered by 
the United States as delinquent acts: 
ijriving a Car without a licence 
Skipping School 
First fighting 
Kunning away 
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cichool probation or expulsion 
Defying parents' authority 
stealing items worth less tnan US $ 42 
ijtealing items worth more than US $ 450 
Gang fighting 
Using narcotics 
Having sex relations 
In Englana/ running away trom home, truancy, 
defying parent's authority, theft, etc. are mainly treated 
as juvenile offences. 
In Inaia,juvenile delinquency is something different 
in nature as compared to other societies. For example. 
Vandalism is treated as an expression of a juvenile offences. 
In our country one can find that Urchins are destroying 
public properties like street bulbs, buses* school property, 
and soon. Then, theft is also prevalent. Different types 
of tneft cases are founa. For example, there are youngster 
who are employea in the nouses as servants or cooks, 
vienerally, these boys, if they get opportunities depart 
secretely with valuables. Besides, some of the boys who 
work in a hotel or a tea-stall decamp with money in tne 
absence of the owner of the hotel or the tea-stall. Pilfering 
of railway property is very often committed by juveniles. 
^ large nui.iber of neglected or aestitute children take 
shelter at the railway stations. Thus, railway station 
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becomes the asylim for the pre-delinquent children. 
Seth has stated, "the criminal in the adult and the 
delinquent in the juvenile are none but the upshots of 
this process, tne process of social disorganisation and 
inaladj ustments. 
FAMILY STATUS AMD DELIIsl;jU£lNiCYt 
*»nen a child loses a parent through death/ deserticai/ 
divorce, or long separation, some form of deprivation is 
bound to result where, as is generally the case, the male 
parent is missing, the child is placed under an obvious 
economic handicap. Absence of either parent may also cause 
a certain affectional loss for the child. At a death of 
a parent no cultural opposition is imposed upon the situa-
tion, iiather, social and economic assistance both piiblic 
ana private is readily fortncoraing. Fxirtnermore, the 
acquisition of a stepparent tnrough remarriage of the re-
maining parent may even reestablish something of a family 
nor for the breaved child. 
But, in cases of desertion and divorce we have an 
entirely different set of circumstances. Here we freq-uently 
find the child exposed to a highly emotionalized atmospi^ ere 
of discontent and discord. The child most often remains 
with the mother only, financial support may be withheld by 
the father, or the parents may fight over the child's custody. 
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In case of desertion no new father may legally become 
part of the Child's hcxne. And the svibtle challenge of 
j-/ublic disapproval of the family situation and the psy-
chological impact of a seeming rejection by one's parents 
may becloud the Child's outlook. 
Divorce in many cases is indeed simply a formal 
recognition or acknowledgement of an already socially 
broken home, as it is generally appreciated ti^iat the home 
in constant discord might cause the child more harm than 
if the parental relationship were severed. Such reasoning 
has merit/ but, interestingly enough, this argument has 
been used to justify divorce rather then to plead for the 
reaabilitation or prevention of unhappy families. 
RECIDIVISM BY F^^ILY STATUS: 
Recidivism be taken not ..merely the frequency or pro-
bability of repitition of infractions of the law,, but also 
the likelihood of the development of a pattern of such 
behaviour, or even a career of criminality in adulthood. 
It is reasonable conjecture that if a broken home predis-
poses a child t.o commit a delinquent act, then it follows, 
to state it simply, that lacking-the necessary parental 
guidance and control in the first place this tendency to-
ward misconduct will continue throughout-the ,period of 
childhood and tiiere will be a greater recxirr-ence-of offenses 
among children in broken homes. One can not ignore this 
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evidence by assviming that there is a selective 
apprenension of youth on the basis of their home 
conditions rather than a direct operation of the 
law. The exceedingly high proportion of recidivism 
among institutional children is no doubt related to 
their unusual background of deprivation and their 
likelihood of offending by running away. 
There are three major approaches that can be 
used to implicate the family in an understanding of 
delinquency. They are deviant structure, deviant 
family relationship , and transfer of deviant 
norms. 
In the deviant structure approach an ideal 
family structxire is postulated and any deviation 
from this ideal structure is viewed as "bad" 
and producing "bad" consequences. In American 
society the structurally ideal family is the 
nuclear family with both natural parents 
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CONCEPT OF BRQKEI^ l HQI'dE i 
The most popular definition of broken home en-
countered in the delinquency literature is the absence 
of at least one natural parent because of death, deser-
tion, divorce or separation. One does, however, find 
some variation in this traditional definition of "broken 
nome". :Dome may use the absence of any parent, natural 
or step, a restrict the broken home to those which might 
be termed indicators of strain and conflict, or even expand 
them to include temporary absence due to institutionaliza-
tion, occupation, etc. 
RILIGIOUS GOMTROL AMD DSLIKwUi^ 'i' BEHAVIOUR: 
The examination of the effects of religion on indi-
viduals and groups, as well as the specific, relationship 
of religion to delinquency and crime, has long intrigued 
social scientists. In terms of the relationship betvi/een 
religion and delinquent behavio\ar, some writers have 
asserted that religion is the most vital influence in 
developing the cnaracter of youth and, if delinquency takes 
place, the most effective means for reforming the young 
offender. Other sociologists have taken the position that 
because of the insincerity of church leaders, stringent 
laws imposed by the Churcn, the ethnocentrism that evolves 
from denominationalism and tne identification of the Chucch 
witn the power structure of society, religion provokes and 
facilitates delinquent behaviour. 
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present. The broken ( or deviant ) family may result 
in an inability for the remaining parent or parent surro-
gates to control the child/ fail to provide proper role 
moaels, or fail to contribute sufficient maternal or 
paternal love. The basic assximption in the deviant 
family relationship approach is that a certain ideal 
quality of parent child/ sibling - sibling, or husband-
wife relationship will more likely result in conforming 
behaviour. Thus, lack of love or too much love, an unhappy 
nome/ a too harsh or too lax father, an autnoritarian or 
permissive parent, lack of family solidarity, parental 
inconsistency, parental discrimination for a favourite 
child, are all seen as resulting in rebellion, personality 
problems, defective generalized other,etc, with a resultant 
increased probability of delinquency. The final and 
transfer of deviant norms approach, assumes a normal or 
nonpathological socialization process with differences 
between delinquents and non-aelinquents being attributed 
to the content of the norms internalized by the youths 
durin^ tne years of family socialization. In other words 
aelinquents nad been taught norms and values by family 
members wnich favour the violation of juvenile statutes, 
while the nondelinquent has acquired norms and values 
which are unfavourable to the violation of laws. 
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F^HILY AND EiSiVIRQiNlMENTAL CONTROL; 
The majority of the delinquents studied (67.3 per 
cent) came from the lower socio-economic strata as 
measured by Hollingsheed's "Two-factor Index of Social 
Position". Half of them ( 50.7 per cent ) were intejr-
meaiate cnildren in medium sized families/ white 25,3 per 
cent were the oldest cnildren. The theory that there is 
a close association between physically or legally broken 
homes and delinquency was supported not by its incidence 
with in the sample ( 41.3 percent), but by the almost 
doubled proportion of broken homes as compared with the 
national average. The nximber of employed mothers (53.3 
percent) was also higher than the national average. 
Un the level of internal family relationships/ the 
delinquents felt that their parents were generally happy, 
fair in their regulations and discipline except with 
regard to choice of companions, Gorrelatively parents 
regulations on companions/ as reported by the group,, 
were less strict than those regarding curfew and Church 
attendance. The data reveal that the boys seldom sought 
advice or information from their parents/ especially in 
religious matters. 
SOCIAL CLA.53 AND DELINQUENCY: 
oome of the most provocative findings have been 
those that challenge the almost universalty accepted 
conclusion that the lower socio-economic classes have 
higher rates of illegal behaviovir than do the middle 
or upper classes, the more comprehensive studies in the 
social class tradition have been specifically concerned 
with a more_or-less well defined portion of the lower 
class ( i.e./ delinquent gangs or culture of the gang or 
delinquent siibculture), some authors have tended to 
generalize their findings and theoretical formulations 
ratner specifically to the total lower class population of 
juveniles. These latter authors certainly do not profess 
that all lower class children are equally involved in 
illegal behaviour, but by implications they suggests tiiat 
tne incidence of illegal conduct is more prevasive in this 
class than otners because of some unique but fundamental 
cnaracceristies of the lower social strata. For examj^ le, 
i'liller has compiled a list of "focal concerns" toward which 
the lower class supposedly is oriented and because of which 
those xn this class violate more legal norms with greater 
frequency than other classes. 
The matter of social class concentration and size, 
there is obviously more than one kind of lower class and 
each does not nave rates or types of illegal behaviour' iden-
tical to that of the others. For example, most rural farm 
areas, in whicn occupations, incomes and educational levels 
are indicative of lower class status, as measured by most 
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social class indexes, consistently have been found to 
have low rates of misconduct infact lower than most urban 
middle class communities. 
THE U'£Llh JUESHT oUbCULTUxE : 
It is common expression that, juvenile crime, has 
unfortunate and misleading connotations. It suggests that 
we have two kind of criminals, young and old, but only the 
kind of criiae. ^e distinguish the young from old only 
because tne yoving are less set in their ways less confirmed 
in the same criminal habits, more amenable to treatment and 
more deserving, because of their tender age. 
The problem of the relationship between juvenile 
delinquency and adult crime has many facets. To what extent 
are the offenses of children and adults distributed among the 
same legal categories, burglary, larceny, vehicle-taking, 
and so forth. To what extent, even when the offenses are 
legally identical, do these acts have the same meaning for 
children and adults? To what extent are the careers of adult 
criminals continuations of careers of juvenile delinquency? 
xYiese problems can be solved but we want to emphasize tne 
danger of making facile and unprove assumptions. If it 
snould assume tnat crime is crime, that child and adult cri-
minals are practitioners of the same trade, and if our assump-
tions are false, then the road to error is wide and clear. 
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The delinquent subculture is that it is non-uti-
litarian, malicious and negativistic. It should assume 
that when people steal things, they steal because they 
want them. ^nd they can wear them, eat them or otherwise 
use them; or because they can sell them. All of these 
explanations have this in common, that they assvime that 
the stealing is a means to an end, namely, the possession 
of sane object of value, and that it is, in this sense, 
rational and "utilitarian". However, the fact can not be 
blinked and this fact is of crucial importance in defining 
our problem, that much gang stealing has no such motivation 
at all. 
'JH£ LEG^L BrtSIS OF DELIIM'wUSI^ GY; 
Tappan states that it is important to see the nature 
of delinquency as clearly as possible and to understand the 
problems tnat have impeded efforts, because on the interpre-
tation of the terra depend all those vital differences which 
set off the juvenile delinquent from the adult criminal at 
tne one extreme and from the non-offender at the other. 
These quotations may appear strange in view of the 
fact that definitions of delinquency exist in laws that provide 
the basis for dealing with juvenile offenders. Indeed, in-
numerable variables have been statistically correlated with 
the events covered by the legal terms "crime" and "delinquency" 
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and provocative theories about these phenomena have 
been formulated, but even in the most sophisticated 
researches little or no account has been taken of tne 
great diversity of conduct represented, not only by the 
inclusive designation of delinquency but even by such 
legal categories as offenses against the person, offenses 
against property, criminal homicide, rape, robbery,burglary/ 
larceny and others. Let us look at what tne law calls 
delinquency. 
This involves not only an examination of the spe-
cific statutes, which in creating juvenile courts also 
prescribed the scope of their jurisdiction in terms of the 
kinds of conduct and classes of juveniles affected, but 
also of the criminal law, since all juvenile co\art statutes 
in the United iStates provide that a child is a juvenile 
delinquent if he commits any act which would be a crime if 
done by an adult. 
The problem is not limited to the United States, 
as is seen from tne following statement^ 
In many countries the meaning of juvenile delin-
quency is so broad that it embraces practically all mani-
festations of juvenile behaviour. Under the influence of 
certain theories, juvenile delinquency is identified 
eitiier with maladjustment or with forms of juvenile beha-
viour which actually are more a reflection of poor living 
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conditions or inadequate laws and regulations than a 
delinquent incliaation. Thus, disobedience/ stiobborn-
ness# lack of respect, being incorrigible/ smoking with-
out permission, collecting cigarette butts, hawking and 
the like are considered juvenile delinquency are hidden 
in statistical data lander tne vague term "other offenses". 
Tappan says that it is reasonable to believe that 
all,or at least a vast majority of normal cnildren some-
times indulge in forms of beriaviour that might come within 
tne purview of tne juvenile court. Considering the broad 
scope of legal provisions on insubordination, questionable 
oenaviour, injuring or endangering the morals or health oi 
himself or others, truancy, running away, trespassing, and 
petty tneft, it would be difficult to find any paragons 
of virtue who would be wnolly exonerated of delinquency, 
save through parental iinderstanding and leniency. 
The lack of uniformity among jurisdiction makes 
comparative studies especially difficult. Although vio-
lations of criminal laws and ordinances are generally con-
sidered delinquency when committed by a juvenile, many 
states give exclusive jurisdiction to tne criminal court 
if the violation is of a certain kind. 
dOCIAL CAUSATION; 
Grime is a legal category. The only thing that is 
alike in all crimes is that they are alike violations 
of laws. In that sense the only cause of crime as such 
is the law itself. What is a crime in one cotintry is no 
crime in another; what is a crime at one time is no crime 
at another. Crime varies witn the law, the conditions 
that evoke it are equally variant, iuoreover^  the social 
cunditions tnat increase the frequency of some categories 
of crime may diminish the frequency of others. Then crime 
is essentially relative. 
oince crime* as a category of social action, has no 
inherent universal property, we can not expect to find, in 
the variety of persons who are convicted of crimes, any 
one psychological or physiological type, any character 
trait whatever that differentiates them all from other 
persons. The crime committee may be a maniac or a genius, 
a scoundrel or a patriot, a man without scruple or a man 
who puts his scruj^ les above tne law, a reckless exploiter 
or a man in desperate need. All attempts to find a phy-
siognomy of crime have failed. The vaguer attempts to 
find a particular mentality associated with law_breaking 
are without warrant. Of course, there are criminal groups, 
gangs, habitual offenders who make a profession of crime 
tinder similar conaitions and those may well develop, like 
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any other social or profesi^ional groups/ their own dis-
tinctive traits. There are certain crimes are more in 
evidence during depressions than in better times* under 
the same social system and if these crimes nave a rela-
tive economic aspect/ the problem is specific and easily 
attacked. But if there is a greater frequency of crime 
or of certain crimes among labourers than among business 
people, tne problem is not yet demarcated/ since many other 
conditions besides the mode of occupation distinguisn the 
unmarried/ as a broad social category from the married, 
writers wno write as crime itself were almost equivalent 
to wrong-doing or immortality. We find this tendency in a 
number of writers who are content to refer crime to bad 
homes/ vicious neighbournoods/ bed heredity, lack of social 
control/ the decay of religious life/ the decline of social 
standards/ and so forth, 6nch explainations are in the 
first instance vague and inconclusive. If these principles 
explain anytning though they themselves require more defi-
nition and explanation than the phenomena to which they 
are applied. .^  crime is an infraction of a legal code that 
is not identical with any of the diverse moral codes of 
groups or individuals. The numerous conjectures of occa-
sions, opportunity, personal experience and socio-economic 
situation to whicn acts of crime are responsive/ make tne 
appeal to any universal moral principle at best an inadequate 
ana unilluminating explanation. 
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TECHMIuUL;a UF DELINQUENCY; 
Social scientists largely agreed that delinquent 
benaviour/ like most social behaviour is learned and 
that it is learned in the process of social interaction. 
The classic statement of this position is found in 
Sutnerland's tneory of differential association, which 
asserts tnat criminal or delinquent behaviour involves 
tne learning of techniques of committing crimes and motives/ 
drives/ rationalizations and attitudes favourable to the 
violation of law. Unfortunately, the specific content 
of what is learned which has received relatively little 
attention in either theory or research. Perhaps the 
single strongest school of thought on the nature of this 
content has centered on the idea of a delinquent sub-
culture. The basic characteristics of tne delinquent sub-
culture/ it is argued/ this is a system of values that 
represents an inversion of the values held by respectable, 
law abiding society, Cohen sees the process of developing 
a delinquent subculture as a matter of building, main-
taining and reinforcing a code for behaviour which exists 
by Oj^position, which stands in point by point contradiction 
to dominant values, particularly these of the middle class. 
Cohen's portrayal of delinquency is executed with a good 
deal of so^.histication. rie does not accept the delinquent 
subculture as something given, but instead systematically 
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examines tne function of delinquent values as a 
viable solution to the lower class* male child's 
j_,ioblerns in t-ie area of social status. 
The difficulties in viewing delinquent behaviour 
as springing from a set of deviant values and norms as 
arising, that is to say* from a situation in which the 
delinquent defines his delinquency as right which are 
i:)Oth empirical and theoretical. In the first place, if 
these existed in fact a deliquent subculture such that 
tne delinquent viewed his illegal behaviour as morally 
correct. In the second place, observes have the noted 
tnat juvenile delinquent frequently accords admiration 
and respect to law abiding persons. The really honest 
person is often revered, and if the delinquent is some-
times overly keen to detect hypocrisy in those who 
conferra , unquestioned probity is likely to win his 
approval. If the delinquent does hold to a set of values 
and norms that stand in complete opposition to those of 
resi^ectable gociety, his norm-holding is of a peculiar 
sort. while supposedly thoroughly committed to the deviant 
system or the delinquent sub-culture, he would appear to 
recognize the moral validity of the dominant normative 
system in many instances. In the third place, there is 
much evidence that juvenile delinquents often draw a sharp 
line between those who can be victimized and those who can 
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not. Certain social groups are not to be viewed as 
fair game in tne performance of supposedly approved 
delin>^ uent acts while others warrant a variety of 
attacks. In general/ the potentiality for victimiza-
tion would seem to be a function of the social distance 
between tne juvenile delinquent and others and thus we 
find implicit maxims in tne world of tne delinquent 
such as don't steal from friends or don't commit 
Vandalism against a church of your own faith. The fact 
that supposedly valued behaviour tends to be directed 
against disvalue social groups hints that the wrongful-
neos of sucn aelinquent behaviour is more widely recognised 
by delinquent than the literature nas indicated, when 
tne pool of Victims is limited by consideration of King-
ship, friendship/ ethnic group/ social clasS/ age, sex, 
etc. we have reason to suspect thatthe virtue of delin-
quency is far from unquestioned. In tne fourth place/ it 
is doxibtful if many juvenile delinquents are totally 
immune from the demands for conformity made by the domi-
nant social order. There is a strong likelihood that 
the family of the delinquent will agree with respectable 
society that delinquency is wrong, even though the 
family may be engaged in a variety of illegal activities. 
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hypothesize that self-report & official record techniques 
for measuring delinquency have in fact measured two diffe-
rent areas of behaviour. 
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, DEVIANT 
48. CERNKOVICH ( Stephaw A ) and GIORDANO (Pegg C). Comparative 
analysis o£ male and fcmiaXe delinquency. Socio Q. 20* 1; 
1979, i^n; 131 - 45, 
Discusses & examines recent contention that delinquent 
behaviour of stales & feraales is more similar than assumed. 
Self report questionnaire were administered. 
49. HAGAH (John), QILLIS (AR) and SIMPSON (John). Class 
structure of gender and delinquency! Toward a power • control 
theory of ctsamon delinquent behaviour. Amer J Sociol. 90# 
6; 1985, May; 1151 • 78. 
Seldom considered together, social class & gender 
are among most frequently analyzed correlates of delinquency 
today. Neo Markian, soc class-based, power control theory 
of gender & delinquency is tested with questionnaire. 
50. HORWITZ (Allan c) and ViASSBRMAN (Michael) Effect of social 
control on delinquent behaviours A longitudinal test. 
Social Defence.12, li 1979, Jan. 53-70. 
Discusses that central propositions of labeling theory 
is on increase in severity of societal reaction will lead 
to an increase in rate of deviant behaviour. This proposition 
contrasts both with deterence approach, ^ich predicts a 
stronger societal reaction will reduce rate of deviant 
behaviour & with motivational approach^ t^ich 
predicts official intervention will have little or no 
effect on criminal behaviour. 
51. KROHN (Marvin), GORDON ( p Waldo ) and THEODORE (G Chiricos). 
Self-reported delinquencys Comparison of structured inter-
views and self-administered checklists, J Crim Law Crimq 
Police Se, 65, 4; 1974; 545 - S3. 
Discusses studies of deviance which have been hampered 
by difficulty in defining measures of deviance; two prin-
ciple types, official & self-reported data are used. 
, ETIOLOGY, MODEL 
52« ELLIOTT (Delbert S) CAi^ TER (Rachelle J). An integrated 
theoretical perspective on delinquent behaviour. Soc Prob. 
16, 1; 1979, Jan; 3-27. 
Deals with integrated theoretical model of etiology 
of delinquent behaviour which is synthsizing strain into 
a single explainatory pardigm which accomits for multiple 
causal path to sustained delinquent behaviour. 
, GAt^ GS, POLICE 
53. SHANLEY (Fred J), LEFEVER (D Welty) and RICE (Roger E), 
Aggressive middle-class delinquent* J Crim Law, Crimq. 
Police Sc, 57, 2; 1966, Jun; 145-52. 
Deals with authors contrast official police record 
of a group of middle & upper class aggressive delinquents 
with records of four lower class* 
, , , HYPOTHESIS, TESTED 
54. DU^ ICAN (David F). Attitudes toward parents and delinquency 
in subiarban adolescent males. Soc Def. 13,50; 1978, 
Mov; 36:> - 369. 
Deals with hypothesis that delinquents would have 
more negative attitudes towards their parents and adults 
in general than would non-delinquents was tested. 
, , , RELATIOWSHIP, VKTlMS 
bb. slJUVEHMAiJ (Robert A). Victim-offender relationships in 
face to face delinquent acts.Soc Prob. 22# 3; 197b, Feb; 
383.393. 
Deals with study of interpersonal relationships of 
some Juvenile offenders and their victims was under taicen. 
Relying on previous research, variables of race, sex, 
income status & InterpersoaaJL relations were examined. 
, SOCIALOQICAL 
b6, BRiLHRonaidK Itaplications of the conceptual levei matching 
Model for treatment of delinquents. Soc Def, lb, 2; 1976, 
Jul; 229 - 4». 
Deaxs with researcn wiiich has clearly demonstrated that 
there are Individual differences among delinquents and 
that there are great differences among treatment approaches* 
57. LIAZOS (Alexander). Poverty of the sociology of deviance: 
Nuts, sluts, and prevents. Soc Prob.20# 1; 1972# Sum; 103-19. 
Discusses that there are three theoretical & ideological 
biases in field of sociology of deviance. Certain forms of 
deviance, especially by economic & political elite, are 
neglected* 
, , LAW« BNFOaCEMENT 
58. HINDELANG (Michael J) with a little help from their friendss 
Qroup participation in reported delinquent behaviour* Br J Grim 
16,2; 1976, Apr; 109 - 25. 
Discusses effect of group participation on delinquent 
behaviour, which are attitudes of law enforcement officers 
relative to group involvement. 
, PREDICTING 
59* HACKLER (James C)* Testing a causal model of delinquency. 
Socio Q. 11, 4; 1970, Pal; 511-20. 
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DlscusMS raajor reason for this is that to ascertain 
whether or not we have better understanding of etiology of 
delinquency. Major theme in theoretical perspective presented 
There is that perceptions of other anticipations is crucial 
variable in predicting delinquent behaviour. 
, BROKEN HOMES 
60« M£LLS ( L Edward) and RANKIN (Joseph H) • Broken homes model 
of delinquencyj Analytic issue* Crime Delin. 23, 1; 1986, 
Feb; 68 - 93. 
Discusses that despite sizable body of research 
extending across various academic desciplines, causal con-
nection bet%reen broken horaes & delinquency remains un-
resolved & ambiguous* 
, BLACKS 
61* MATSUEDA (Ross L) and HBIliER (Karen)« Race, family structure 
and delinquencys A test of differential association and 
social control theories* Amer Socio Rev» 52,6? 1987, Dec? 
826 - 40. 
Discusses relationship between these which have typically 
found that broken homes lead to greater delinquency among 
blacks than among whites. 
50 
—' * GA9SAL, ORDERING, CRITICISM 
62. GOiiME ( Ian H} • On the statistical testing o£ causal 
ordering in delinquency research. Can Socio Rev. 22,41 
1985, Nov; 574 - 8 , 
Deals with aspects of quantitative test of causal 
ordering proposed by Rick Linden & Cathy are criticized, 
particularly their contention that possibility of temporal 
sequence specified in their integrated theoretical model of 
delinquency causation can be assessed through partial 
correlation analysis. 
, CAUSATION, MODEL 
63. AULTMAN (Madeline) and VSLLFORD (Charles F). Totfards an 
integrated model of delinquency causations An empirical 
analysis^ Sociol Soc Res, 63, 2; 1979, Jan; 316 - 27, 
Deals with processes which involved in delinquency 
causation, a model of delinquency is tested through path 
analysis. Model includes anoaiic, labelling & type of 
control theory. 
, CLASS, SOCIAL, GROUP, MINORITY 
64, SIMONS (Ronald L), Meaning of the 1 Q-delinquency rela-
tionship. Amer Socio Rev* 43,2; 1978, Apr; 268 - 70. 
51 
Deals with Hixschi & Hlndelang who use traditional, 
empirically unsound, definition of 1 Q as an innate 
mental capacity; fail to consider recent research on 
identical twins* low social class minority groups that 
indicates environmental influence on 1 Q scores & ignore 
problem of low motivation & 1 Q scores. 
, CRIME 
65, GREENBERG ( David F }. Age, Crime and social explaination. 
Amer J Social, 91, It 1985, Jul; 1 - 18, 
Hirschi & Gottfredson have recently argued that 
proposed sociological explaination of observed relationship 
between age & crime are in error* This contends that 
their arguments rest on faulty logic & on misstatements 
of empirical evidence currently available. 
66. RAVINDRANATH (K V) and DAVID (Betty). Comparative study 
of the intelligence of delinquents and normals. Ind J Crimg. 
10, 1; 1982, Jan; 3 3 - 6 
Goddard in American concluded that low intelligence 
was most important single factor in delinquency & crime, 
some more psychologists has given their views for same. 
52 
,, BEHAVIOUR, DEVIANT 
67. OSGOOD ( D Wayne),JOHNSTON (Lloyd D) and 0*MALLEY 
(Patrick M). Generality of deviance in late adolescence 
and early adulthood, Amer aocio Rev.53# 1; 1988# Feb; 81-93. 
Deals with analysis of 3 waves of self-report ques-
tionnaire regarding heavy alchohal use« use of other illicit 
drugs* dangerous driving & other criminal behaviour for a 
nationally representative sample of white high school 
seniors. 
68. PILIAVIN (Irving)« THORTON (Craig) and MATSUEDA (Ross L) • 
Crime, detterrence and rational choice. Amer Socio Rev. 
5, 1/ 1986, Feb; 101 -19. 
Deals detterrence effect of formal sanctions on 
criminal behaviour. While most research on detterrence 
assumes a rational choice model of criminal decision 
making. 
, , GANGS, EMPIRICAL 
69. MEIER (Robert P). Discovering delincruency^Br J Crimg, 58,3; 
1988, Oct; 231 - 9, 
Deals with work of James P Short, in area of Criminology 
two major contributions are highlighteds use of self-report 
to study delinquency of ei^irical testing of hypotheses about 
delinquent gangs. 
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• POLICE, ENGLAND 
70. OUSTON (JazMt). Oelinqaency* family background and 
educational attainment Br« J Criffiq.24#l; 1984, Jan; 2-26. 
Deals with sample o£ pupils drawn from twelve London, 
England, school vaa surveyed using delinquency, data 
supplied by metropolitan police department* 
, , RATES, CRUDE 
71. MAXIM (Paul S). Cohort size and Juvenile delinquencys 
Test of the easterlln hypothesis. Soc Def.63,3> 1985, 
Mar; 661 '-SI. 
Deals with number of researchers which have argued 
that crude rates of crime & delinquency are function of 
population's age pyramid. 
, STUDY* SOCIOLOGICAL 
72. WHEELER ( Stanton ). Trends and problems In the socio-
logical study of crime. Soc Prob.23,5; 1976, Jun; 525-33. 
Deals with that major trends in sociological study 
of crime for past quarter of century Include a movement 
away from concrete studies of crime & criminals towards 
more general theories of deviance & social control. 
54 
SURVEY 
73. O'BRIEN (Robert H), Metropolitan structare and violent 
crime* which measure of crime? Araer Socio Rev. 48« 3; 1983, 
Jun; 434 -7, 
Deals with data %rtilch using from 1973/74 National 
Crime Survey sampled 10 #000 household & 1,500 commercial 
est^lishroents in each of 26 cities are analysed & found 
to diverge widely from uniform crime report statistics. 
, DETERRENCE , TREATMENT 
74. PATERNOSTER (Raymond). Absolute and restrictive deterrence 
in a panel of youths Explaining the ouset, persistence/ 
deslstance, & frequency of delinquent offending. Soc Prob. 
36,3; 1989, Jun; 289-309. 
Discussion toward both theoretically & empirically 
more sensitive treatment of deterrence, absolute is dis-
tinguished from restrictive deterrence & it is shown that 
these concepts are central elements of a rational choice & 
criminal career perspective of offending. 
, ENVIRONMENTS, STUDY 
75. HINDELANG (Michael J). Time perceptions of self-report 
delinquents. Br J Criyg. 13, 2; X973, Apr; 178 - 83. 
55 
Deals with differences in time perception bet%feen 
delinquents & non-delinquents as observed by Posteus* Rankin 
it Vikoff# may be due to different enviroRRwnts in which 
students had spent their recent past« previous to being 
tested. 
, EXPERIENCES, SOCIAL 
76. WELLS ( L EDWARD) and RANKIN (Joseph H) • Self-concept 
as a mediating factor in delinquency. Soc Psv Q-46# 1; 
1983, Mar; 11 - 22. 
Discusses mediating role of self-esteem in relation-
ship between delinquency & evaluative social e^qperiences 
which was investigated using interview data frc»a panel 
of students* 
, US 
77. WELL S (L Edward) and RANKIM (Joseph H) • 
Self concept as a mediating factor in delinquency. Soc 
Pay q, 46, 1; 1983, Mar; 11-12. 
Discusses that mediating role of self-esteem in 
relationship between delinquency & evaluative social 
experience was investingated using interview data from a 
panel of students in 87 US high schools surveyed between 
1966 & 1970. 
56 
, FAMILIES 
78» RAHAV (Oiora). Family size and delinquency Sociol So Res. 
66, 1; 1981, Oct; 42 • 9. 
Deals with survey of literature i^ich indicates that 
delinquents tend to ccxne from larger families. C<»nparison 
of studies is difficult due to methodological differences. 
, , ANOMIC 
79. JAFFA (Lester D), Delinquency proneness and family anomic 
J Crira law« Criaq Police Sc. 54, 2; 1963, Jun, 146 - 54, 
Deals with report upon a study employing three testss 
delinquency proi^ness scale, powerlessness scale & value 
consensus scale developed* 
, FEMALE, BROKEN HOUSES 
80. DATESMAN (Susan K) and FRANK CR Scarapitti), Female 
delinquency broken h<»8es. Crimg. 13, 1; 1975, May; 33 - 56, 
Most studies examining relationship between broken 
homes & delinquency conclude that females react more 
adversely to break in home than do males. 
57 
, CONTROL THEORY 
81, TORSTSNSSON (Marie}* Female delinquents in a birth 
Cohorts Tests of some aspects of control theory, J 
Quant Crimq«6> 1/ 1990# Mar? 101 -15. 
Deals with data taken from project metropolitan 
longitudinal study of Stockholm^ Sweden, birth cohort 
covering 30 yr period, findings on criminality and 
delinquency in females are discussed with regard to 
control theory* 
, , CRIME 
82* GLORDANO (Pegg C) and CERNKOVICH (Stephen A}* On Com-
plicating the relationship between liberation and delin-
quency. Soc Prob. 26«4f 1979, Apr; 467 - 81* 
Deals with popular notion that women's movement is 
responsible for an increase in female crime over simpli-
fies concept of liberation. Distinction are made between 
wcwaen's traditionality or non-traditionality in various 
roles. 
63* ANDERSON (Etta A)« Chivalrous treatment the female 
offender in the arms of the criminal Justice systems 
A review of the literature* Soia Prob. 23, 4; 1976, Feb; 
350-5, 
58 
Three characterizations of female offender which 
have influenced perpetuation & survival of chivalry per 
proposition are discussed* 
. , LITIGATION 
84. LEONARD (Eileen B). Judicial decisions and prison reforms 
impact of litigation on women prisoners, Soc Prob.31# 1; 
1983« Oct; 45 . 56. 
Deals with three categories of prison litigation 
concerning women analyse reason for this. 
, , MOVEMENT, LIBERATION 
85, CURRAN (Daniel J ). Myth of the "New" female delinquent. 
Crime Delin>30. 3; 1984, Jul; 86-99. 
Deals with recent research on female crime & delin-
quency has focused on its relationship with women's 
liberation movement. 
, PREDICTION 
86. PIGUEIRA-Mc DONOGH (Josefina) and SELO (Elaine). 
Reformulation of the "equal opportunity" explaination 
of female delinquency. Crime Delin. 36, 3; 1980, Jul; 
333 - 43. 
59 
Discusses this thesis which predicts increase in 
legitimate opportunities for women will be accompanied 
by increase in female criminality some causal relation-
ship between opportunity & delinquency are identified. 
, PREVENTION 
87, GARDNER (Carol Brooks), safe conducts Women, Crime & self 
in public places. Soc Pr6b>37, 3; 1990* Aug; 311 - 28. 
Discussion of advice given to wOEaen on crime pre-
vention in ptiblic, & women's beliefs about their own crime' 
preventive behaviour, based onl967 inter data collected 
from tromen residents & an ei^irical review of popular 
books & magazine, articles on self defensa, crime preven-
tion. 
, W6ST INDIA 
88. BURKE (A w). Determinants of delinquency in female West 
Indian migrants. Intern J Soc Psv.28« 1; 1982# Sprj 28-34. 
Deals with sample of West Indian females were inter-
viewed while on remand for petty offenses. 
, GENDER 
89. HAGAN (John), GILLIS (A R ) and SIMPSON (John). Class 
structure of gender and delinquencyi Toward a power -control 
theory of delinquent behavioxxr. Ape^ J Sociol>90, 6; 1985, 
May, 1151-76. 
, HOjgOLU 
92, YOSS (Harwln L). Ethnic differentials in delinquency in 
Honolulu. J Crim law Crimq Police Sc« 54, 3; 1963# Sep; 
322 - 7, 
Deals with rates of official delinquency by ethnic 
ancestry & explores ethnic differentials in unofficial or 
unrecord delinquency in Honolulu. 
, HYi'OTHSSIS* IQ 
93. HARRY (Joseph) and MINOR ( w William) • Intelligence and 
delinquency reconsidereds Coioment on Henard and Morse. 
Amer J Social. 91# 4; 1986, Jan; 956 - 62* 
Menard & Morse argue that IQ delinquency hypothesis 
lack both empirical support & theoretical utility & adds 
nothing to theory of delinquency. 
, ILLNESS, MENTAL, BRAZIL 
94. VELHO (Gilberto) • Accusations, family mobility and d£«riant 
behaviour. Soc Prob.23, 3; 1976, Feb; 268 -74, 
Deals with accusations of mental illness among 
Brazilian mobile urban middle class families. 
Deals with deraoDstrate that relationship between 
gender & cooaion forms of delinquency declines with each 
step down class structure. Fonnlates & tests neo-Marxian 
theory, 
, , ROLES 
90. LOY (paraela) and JDORLAlsiD (Stephen) • Gender convergence 
and delinquency. Socio Q. 22# 2; 1981* Spr; 275 -83. 
Deals with theory about relationship of gender roles 
to delin illustration taken-for-granted assumption that 
as role expectations of peqple become more alike* their 
behaviour becomes more similar. Test hypothesis that 
delin of androgynous & undifferentiated males & f^^ales 
is more similar in frequency than traditional males & 
females. 
, , THEORY, POWER CONTROL 
91. HAGAN (John). SIMPSON (John) and OILLZS (A R ) . Feminist 
scholarship* relational and instrumental control and a 
power control theory of gender and delinquency. Br^ J 
Sociol.39* 3; 1988* Sep; 301- 36. 
Deals with power control theory of gender & delinquency 
is developed with reference to relational processes empha-
sized in feminist scholarship. Power control theory is testec 
by means of estimation of several covariance models. 
t IMMIGRATION^ US- ISRAEL 
95« SHOHAM (Shloroo) and L£OM (Shaskolsky)• Analysis of 
delinquents and non-delinquents in Israels Cross cultviral 
perspective, Sociol Soc Res. 53» 3i 1969, Apr; 333 -43. 
Discusses certain parallels between structtiral roake 
v^ of society in US & in Israel are noted* as represented 
by fact that both countries experienced large-scale immi-
gration leading to heterogeneous population & both coun-
tries lack a rigid class structure. 
, INDIVIDUAL, MODEL, MEASURE 
96. ERICKSON (Maynard L}« Changing relationship between offi-
cial and self-reported measures of delinquencys Sxploratcary-
predictive study. Soc Def, 63, 3; 1972, Sep; 388 - 95. 
Deals with examination of relationship between self-
reported & official measures of delinquency over time. 
Specifically, results are reported of a study of both 
official & unofficial ( self-reported) delinquency of 
same cohort of individuals over a six year time period. 
INFORMATION, STATISTICAL 
97. ERICKSON (Maynard L) and EMPEY (LaMar T), Court records, 
undetected delinquency and decision making, J Crim law Crirag 
Police Sc. 54, 4; 1963, Sep; 456 - 69. 
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Discusses official record must be used* not only to 
provide statistical iofor on delinquent trends but to act 
as an information based on qualitative characteristics of 
offenders* 
, INVOLVEMENT, CaiMINAL 
98.TH0&NB£RRY (Terence P) and FARNWORTH (Margaret)• Social 
correlates of criminal involvements Further evidence on 
relationship between social status and criminal behaviour* 
Amer Socio Re». 47, 4; 1982# Aug; 505-17, 
Discusses adequacy of past measures of both status & 
criminality & reassess the relationship between these concepts 
when each is measured in more extensive manner than has 
been customary in past research. 
, JUVENILE 
99,RAHAV (Oiora). Juvenile delinquency as minority crime* Soc Def. 
12, 48; 1977, Oct; 471»6* 
Among few empirical generalizations concerning delin 
are thats it reaches peak at period of adol & it tends 
to be higher among minority groups* Soc positions of these 
groups are examined* 
100. SHEKAR (Sanober). Oelinqujency and the school. Ind J 
SQc Worl^ . 42, 1? 1981, Aj>r> 9-19. 
oiscusses most delinquent children are Known to 
have had poor school record. 
101. VELARDE ( Albert J ). Do delinquents really drift? 
Br J Crimq. 18« 1; 1978, Jan; 23-39. 
Attestts to determine if in fact Juvenile delin-
quents are connitted to breaking laws. 0 Matza's views 
on delinquency & drift are summarized, classified & 
tested. 
102. WINKINSON (Christine) and EVANS (Roger). Police cau-
tioning of juveniles J I^act of home office circular 
1411985, Crim Law Rev. M; 1990, Mar; 165 - 76. 
Discusses cautioning rates which are in increases 
particularly for 14-16 yr old & variations in rates 
between forces have narrowed slightly. 
, __, ANALYSIS, DEMOGRAPHIC, INDIA 
103. CHANNABASAVANNA (S M). ISSAC {Mohan K) and BHASKAR (M S) . 
Juvenile delinqaencys A sociodemographic study. Ind J ^ rimg. 
1, 1; 1981, Mar; 47 « 9. 
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Deals with demographic analysis of Juvenile 
delinquency In Bangalore, based on analysis of records 
of 60 Inmates at government school for youth, 
, , ANOMIC, INSTITUTIONALIZED, INDIA 
104, CHATBRJEE (prandb) and GUTIERREZ (Fredrick R). Juvenile 
delinquency trends In India and the United States. 
Ind J 3oc Work. 39, 1; 1978, Apr; 93-10!• 
Deals with D Bell's concept of post Industrial 
societies otacrosoclologlcal context of India & us are 
delineated. Advancing Industrialization Introduces work 
of limited Involv^nent & families of llialted liability. 
These are responsible for two types of delinquency anomlc 
& Institutionalized. 
, , BEHAVIOUR, ANTISOCIAL 
105. LOEBER (Rolf)• Stability of antisocial and delinquent 
child behaviours A review J Soc Psv. 53, 6; 1982, Dec; 
1431 - 46. 
Discusses evidence which Is presented that Chronic 
delinquents tend to have been antisocial as children In 
more than one setting, to have displayed high variety of 
antisocial behaviour. 
66 
ii»6* ERICKSON (Maynard D * Group context of dellnquexit 
behaviour. Soc_Prob.19, l; 1971, Sura; 114-26. 
Deals with cunmlative empirical evidence which 
suggests that majority o£ offenses for which Juveniles 
are apprehended involved more than one offender. 
, , BROKEN HOMES, US 
107, RANKIN (Joseph H)» Family context of deliquency, Soc Prob. 
30,4I 1983, Apr; 466 - 79. 
Discusses relationship between broken homes & 
delinquency is examined among two samples of US 
children interviewed in 1967* 
, , CAUSATION 
108* mUDQ (Raraanath) and BHAUMIK (Gita), Introversion • 
extraversion and neuroticisms Two outstanding perso-
nality correlates of Juvenile delinquent boys. Ind J 
Criiag. 10, 1; 1982. Jan; 37 - 41. 
Deals with extraversion & neuroticism are two 
main causal components of deliquent personality. 
Deliquent & Criminal are more extravert than non-
deliquent. 
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_ _ • * CAUSES 
109, ASQUZTH (s) • JUVttnile Justice and ordinary language. 
Aroer Socio Rev, 4, 2; 1980, May; 193 - 211. 
Discusses that variety of e f forts have been made 
to determine causes of Juvenile delinquency* Since no 
objectively determined factors have been shown to account 
for delinquency, 
, , GOIHSION 
110. THOMAS (Charles »)# KREPS (Gary A) and ZAGE (Robin J} 
Application of ccwapliance theory to the study of juvenile 
delinquency. Spciol Soc Res. 61f 2; 1977, Jan; 156-75, 
J^als with compliance theory under which schools have 
been depicted as having both normative power & coercive, 
but relying more heavily on normative power. It is con-> 
tended that coercive power is often more expected to find 
increasing degrees of negative coRssitment in student 
population. 
•CONTROL, GROUP, INDIA 
OLLEMDICK (Thomas H) and HARSEN (Michael H). Social skiUs 
training for Juvenile delinquents. Soc Def.17, 6; 1979, 
Nov; 547-54. 
Deals with some Incarcerated Juvenile delinquents 
frcxQ Indian Training Centre* which matched on nuinber of 
previous of£enses# age & locus of control which were 
assigned to social skills* discussion or control group. 
, , COURTS 
112. KELLSY (Thomas M). Status Offenders can be differents A 
comparative study of delinquent careers. Crime Delin. 
29, 3; 1983, Jul; 365 -80. 
Deals with removal of status offenses from Juvenile 
courts Jurisdiction which is widely advocated primarily 
on ground that their vague definition invites arbitra-
riness & inequity. 
113. KOTSOPOULOSO) and LOUTSI (z) • Trends of Juvenile delin-
quency. SocJDef»21#3; 1977, Oct; 270-8. 
Discusses main features of official delinquency & 
process by which it is being shaped which has been inves-
tigated by recording all referals to Juvenile courts 
for a six month period. 
114. m CARTHY (Francis Barr), Should Juvenile delinquency 
be abolished? Crimq.23, 2; 1977, Aprj 196 - 203. 
Deals with legal concept of Juvenile delinquency as 
administered for last 150 years began to die with Gault 
decision. Delinquency Jurisdiction should be removed from 
69 
Juvenile court & be allowed to revert to criminal courts* 
where many interests highly valued in society can be 
protected more fully* 
, , CRIME 
115. AMATI ( B H ) • Juvenile delinquency and adult crime. 
Ind J Criroq. 5, 1; 1977, Jan; 25 -31. 
Deals with relationship between Juvenile delinquency 
adult crime. 
116. GLASSNBH (Barry). BERG (Bruce) and JOHHSOlil (Bruce D). Note 
on the deterrent e££ect o£ Juvenile vs. adult Jurisdiction. 
Soc prob.31# 2; 1983, Dec; 219 - 25. 
Discusses that many youth who reports relatively 
extensive involvement in illegal activities in their early 
adolescents years appear to reduce or cease their involve-
ments at approximately age 16. This change is conscious 
decision based on their perceptions of differences in 
criminal Justice systems treatment of Juvenile & adult 
criminals. 
117. LAB (Steven F), Patterns in Juvenile misbehaviour 
Crime Delin> 30, 1; 1984, Apr; 293 - 308. 
Deals with Juvenile & criminal Justice systems respond to 
youthful misbeh as ouset of continued delinquency & 
increasing risk to society. 
70 
118.MISRA (VO), Some personality characteristics o£ Juiirenile 
delinquency, 3oc De£»18« 71i 1983, Jan; 31 -i?. 
Deals with Juvenile delinqaency & adult crime 
have recorded regular increasing trend* Many causes in 
root o£ it which have been given thought to from time to 
tiiae, 
119, SILVERMAN (Robert A). Victim - Offender relationships 
in face to face delinquent acts. Soc Prob>22# 3; 1975, 
Feb; 383«92, 
Deals with exploratory study of interpersonal 
relationships of seme Juvenile offender & their victims 
was under taken* 
120. SMITH (D Randall)« SMITH (William R) and NOMA (Elliot). 
Delinquent carrier - lines s A conceptual liiUc between 
theory and juvenile offenses. Socio Q. 25, 2; 1984, Spr; 
155 - 72. 
It failed to adequately explain the seeming lack 
of specialization or development in delinquent careers 
of chronic offenders. 
, ARREST 
121. KLEIN (Malcolm. W) and ROSEWEIG ( Susan Labin). Aisbiguous 
juvenile a r res t , Crimg.13« 1; 1975, May; 78 -89, 
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Deals with uniformity o£ juvenile arrest definitions 
U operations was investigated with three major issues current 
in crininology underlying the study. 
, , , BRITAIN 
122.PARK£K (Howard) and 6ILJUBR (iteuri)« More and less the sanies 
British delinquency research since the sixties* Br J Crima, 
21,3; 1981, Jul; 230-45. 
Discusses develoEHnents in criminological studies of 
British Juvenile delinquency in past Sixteen years are review. 
Sociological reappraisal of criminology is examined* nothing 
declining emphasis on delinquency. 
. , , CAUSES 
123.GIBBONS ( Don C }• Juvenile delinquencys Can social science 
find a cure? Soc Def. 32, 2; 1986, Apr? 186 -204. 
Deals with first half of this century crijninologists 
voiced optimism regarding search for causes of crime & delin-
quency. 
, FAMILY 
124,COULL (Victor Charles), GEISMAR (Ludwig I») and WAPP (Angela), 
Role of the family in the resocialization of juvenile offenders. 
J Comp Family Studies. 13, 1; 1982. Spr; 63-75. 
72 
Deals with 15 month study Including two attitude 
scales administered to probation officers & family members 
was conducted with 60 juvenile offenders on probation to 
assess role of family in delinquent resocialization. 
, , t GANGS 
125,MORASH(Merry), Gangs* groups and delinquency, Br.^ Crimq. 
23,4; 1983, Oct; 309 - 35 . 
Deals with following hypothesis which deduced from 
alternative theories of juvenile delinquency are testedt 
degree to which peers are like a gang is related to member's 
seriousness of delinquency; peers delin is related to indi** 
. ,vidual*s delinquency irrespective of commtinication, or peers 
similarity to gang, 
J PROSECUTE, ENGLAND 
126,LANDAU (Simha F) and NATHAN (Gad) s Selecting delinqucmt for 
cautioning in the London metropolitan area. Br J Crimq.23,2; 
1983, Apr; 128 - 49, 
Deals with investigation of London (England) police 
decisions about whether to caution or prosecute Juveniles. 
Decisions regarding few juvenile's referred to juvenile 
bureaus in five divisions of London Metropolitan Police 
District were analyzed. 
73 
, CRIMINAL, SCOTLAND 
127.MCLEAN (Shield H) and GRANT (John P). Police contact with 
children under eight years of ages Under-age offender. 
J Soc Wei Law.W; 1981, Hay; 140-57. 
Deals with offenses committed by Scottish children 
iinder minimum age of criminal responsibility which are 
investigated. 
, , DEMOGRAPHIC, CLUSTER, US 
128.MECKEL ( Robert V ) and MANDELL (Elizabeth). A factor 
analytic study of the demographic characteristics of iiK:ar-
cerated male and female juvenile offenders. J Clin Psv> 37, 
2; 1981, Apr; 426 - 9. 
Discusses structured interviews which were conducted 
with Juvenile offenders in a southern US correctional fas-
cility to construct typology of behavioral & demographic 
variable. Clusters characterizing individuals within popu-
lations. 
, , , SOCIAL 
129.LUNDMAN (Richard J) and SCARPITT (Prank K). Delinquency 
prevention* Kecoiamendations for future p r o j e c t s . Socjgef, 
24, 2 ; 1978, Apr; 207 - 20. 
74 
Discusses official statistics which shows that 
delinqaent behaviour is increasing in total volume & social 
& demographic types of delinquency are ejqpending to include 
more feroale, middle class & rural Juveniles. 
, , DEPRIVATION, PARENTAL 
130.GRYGIER(T) and WILSON (Elizabeth), Parental deprivation* 
A study of delinquent children, Br_J_£rimg, 9, 3> 1969* Jul; 
209 - 53, 
Discusses parental deprivation occuring in life his-
tories of delinquency children was investigated in physical 
& psychological terms. Maternal* paternal & mixed depriva-
tion were examined, 
131. MISRA (Shyam Sunder). Juvenile delinquency and parental 
deprivations. Ind J Clin Psy> 4, 1; 1977, Marj 69-73, 
Discusses case histories & interviews which were 
collected from 50 institutionalized delinquent & 50 non-
delinquent boys. Data from these studies indicate signi-
ficant relationship between parental deprivation & delin-
quency. 
, DEVELOPMENT, MORAL 
132. GAVAGHAN (Mary P) and GIBBS (John C), Moral judgment in 
delinquents and non-delinquentsiRecognition versus production 
measures, J Psv. 114, 2; 1983, Jul; 267 - 74. 
75 
Juvenile deXiquents & non-delinquents stages of moral 
development were compared using both recognition & production 
measures* 
, , DISCRETIONS, CRIME, POLICE. US 
133, LERMAN (Paul ). Policing juvenile in London* Shifts in 
guiding discretion 1893-1968. Br J Criroq.24, 2; 1984, Apr; 
168 - 84. 
Review of British & us Studies of police discretions 
toward juveniles reveals that existing practices have been 
of primary interest, shifts in official police policies 
have rarely been studied & when done, have focused on changes 
in police chiefs. 
, ECONOMIC, FACTORS, SCOTLAND 
134. MCALLISTER (J) and MASON (A). Comparison of juvenile delin-
quents and children in cares Analysis of socio-economic factors. 
Br J Criroq, 12, 3; 1972, Jul; 280 - 6. 
Deals with variables grouped according to categories 
population housing & economic were studied U then relationship 
to juvenile delinquency in country Borough of blackbuxn, 
Scotland. 
, SOCIAL 
135. WILLIMSON (Howard), Choosing to be a delinquent. Soc ^ ef. 
46, 3; 1978, Nov; 333 - 5. 
76 
Discusses that Juvenile delinquents are neither 
maladjusted nor disturbed* rather they often make quite 
rational assessment of benefits & disadvantages of involve-
ment in deviant activities. Society creates certain social 
& economic envirosuQents within which delinquent behaviour 
is rational &. logical reopouse. 
, , , POLITICAL 
136. HASENPELD ( Yeheskel) and CHEUNG (Paul P L). Juvenile Court 
as a people « processing organisations A political economy 
perspective, Amer J Socials 90, 4; 1985, Jan; 801 - 822. 
Deals with political econcmiy frame work which is applied 
to Juvenile courts & used to generate hypotheses about orga-
nisational determinants as signified by proposition of cases. 
, , FEMALE 
137, FELICE ( Marianne ) and OFPORD ( DR). Three developmental 
pathways to delinquency in girls. Br J Crimq> 12,4; 1972, 
Oct; 375 - 89. 
Deals with Juvenile delinquent girls divided into & 
considered as three distinct groups, from two independent 
institutions for delinquent girls, were studied. 
77 
« GENDER RULES 
138, MANNARINO ( Anthony P) and MARSH (Marion E)• Relationship 
between sexrole identification and juvenile delinquency in 
adolescent girls. Ind J Crimg. 13> 52; 1978, Dec; 643-52, 
Deals with examination of sex roles orientation of two 
delinquent subgroups, it is hypothesised that those girls 
who had conaaltted antisocial act would be foundjto have 
masculine sex role orientation. 
, GANGS, ASIAN, BRADPORm^V ^^ 
139, MAWBY ( R I ) and BHATTA ( I D ) , Crime amongst ^ y a S juve-
niles in Bradford. Intern J Social Law. 7,3; 1979, Aug; 
297-306, 
Deals with data which collected in 1970-72 revealed 
that recorded crime rate in Asian groups was considerably 
lower than for non-Asians in Bradford area, Concentirating 
on person aged 10-16, three sources of data were compared 
for Asians & non-Asians, 
, INDIA 
140. DASGUPTA (Samir) and HAJUMDAR (Jayasree). Some environmental 
and personal factors among delinquents, Ind J Criraq>1, 1; 
1981, Mar; 103 - 6. 
78 
Discusses young offenders from Borstal school of 
West Bengal which were compared with a control group to 
determine causes of juvenile delinquency. 
, INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES, USSR 
141. CANNOR (Walter D). Juvenile delinq[uency in the USSR some 
quantitative and qualitative indicators. Amer Sociological Rev> 
35, 2; 1970, Apr; 283 - 97. 
Discusses juvenile delinquency in USSR has received 
hittle scholarly attention. Soviet delinquency is similar 
in many of its aspects to parallel phenomena in other indus-
trial societies. 
, , JURISPRUDENCE 
l42. KRAVS (J). Rantand in Custody as a deterrent in Juvenile 
jurisdiction Br J Crimq.18, 3; 1978, Jul; 285 - 9. 
Deals with male Juvenile first offenders remanded in 
custody between June 1973 & June 1974 were watched first 
offenders who appeared in some court during some period of 
time Sc were remanded at home. 
, JUSTICE 
143. BISHOP (Donna M) and FRAZIER (Charles E) . Influence of race 
in Juveni le j u s t i c e processing. Br J Crim^.25, 3 ; 1988, 
Aug.; 242 - 63 , 
79 
Discussed e f f e c t s of defendant ' s race on Juveni le 
J u s t i c e processing a re e>qplored by t racking movement of 
a cohort of 54, 266 youths through mul t ip le decis ion 
making s tages from in - take screening to J u d i c i a l d i s -
pos i t i on between January 1979 & December 1981« 
, MALE 
144, KRAUS (John). Classification of juvenile offenders and 
ecological factors, Soc Def. 12,3; 1977, Apr; 224-31. 
Discusses relationship of social ecology to types 
of juvenile delinquency. Data were acquired from files 
of department of youth & community services on male juve-
niles who were residents of contrasting ecological areas, 
, , , POLICE, WALES 
145. KRAUS (J).JUDICIAL labels as a typoiogy of offenses ccm" 
raitted by male juveniles. Br J Crimq. 13, 3; 1973, Jul; 269* 
74. 
Using data from police records of few hui»3red male 
juvenile offenders in Mew South wales, eight categories 
of judicially defined offenses were intercorrelated & cor-
related with four measures of recidivism. 
, POLYGYHOUS, NIGERIA 
146, DBH6A (Daniel 1) • Juvenile delinquency among polygynous 
families in Nigeria, J Soc Psv. 114, 1; 1981, Jun; 3-7. 
80 
To test hypothesis that incidence of delinquency is 
greater among polygynous than monogynous families^ sample 
of 200 delinquent Nigerian boys was selected. 
, , MALTREATMENT, MEASUREMENT 
147. DOERNER (William G) • Child maltreatment seriousness and 
juvenile delinquency. Youth Society. 19, 2; 1987, Dec; 
197 - 224, 
Deals with literature to date has not resolved issue 
of whether child abuse & neglect is related to Juvenile 
delinquency. This impercise measurement of maltreatment 
improper measurement of delinquency. 
, MODEL, COST 
148. PILIAVIN (Irving M). VADUM (Arlene C) and HARDYCK (Jane Allyn). 
Delin<juency, personal costs and parental treatments Test 
of a reward costs and parental treatments Test of a reqard-
cost model of juvenile criminality. J Crim Law Crireg Police Sc. 
60, 2; 1969, Jun? 165-72. 
Deals with questionnaire survey which was carried out 
to test predictions from reward cost model of delinquency. 
Scale were constructed to measure boys concern with two areas 
in which costs might be incurred, parental approval & school 
involvement. 
, MULTIDIoCIPLINARY, APPROACH, INDIA 
149. SOMASUNDARAM (0} and POLNAYA (Meera). Juvenile delinquency 
(in girls)s Role of mild mental retardation, Ind J Crimg. 
1, 13 1979, Jan; 46-53, 
Discusses unraveling juvenile delinquency in Indian 
setup has not been done adequately. Juvenile delinquency 
has many facets & requires multi disciplinary approach, 
, , ORGANI2ATI0K, AFTERCARE, INDIA 
150. BHATTACHARYA (SK). Juvenile delinquents and the law. Ind J 
Crimg. 7, 2; 1979, Jul; 133-7, 
Discusses that when a child is released from Inst, he 
is confronted with wide range of adjustment prob. Children 
Act, 1960, West Bengal U Mysore Children Act make provisions 
for setting up of aftercare organisations. 
, PARENTS 
151, CAMERON (Catherine), Trouble with jxmiorj Father naming child 
abuse and delinquency. Social Soc Res. 71, 3; 1987, Apr; 
200-3, 
Deals with ccsaparison of residents of a home for delin-
quent male minors & male high school students assessing rela-
tionship between father naming, child abuse & delinquency. 
82 
JOHNSTON (Charlotte), Predicting mothers' and father's 
perceptions of Child behaviour problems. Can J Beh Sc> 
23, 3; 1991, Jul? 349 -57. 
Discusses it as embedded in context of family & 
examines contributions of depressed mood & marital adjust' 
raent to mothers' & fathers' perceptions of their child's 
behaviour problems. 
, BROKEN HOMES 
153. TORRES ( Kathleen 5). Intra-family Communication and 
juvenile delinquency. Socio Q. 11# 3? 1970, Win; 366«73. 
Analyses have asserted that delinquency on part of 
child varies with poverty, marital happiness of parents, 
unemployed fathers, working mothers, broken homes affection 
& father's authority. 
, CRIMINAL 
154. LE'^ IS (Dorothy Otnow) and BALLA (David A) Parental crimi-
nality and medical history of delinquent children. Soc Def> 
136, 37 1979, Mar; 288-92. 
Discusses that many delinquent children of psychia-
trical ly iipapaired & criminal parents had adverse health 
histories. Itoere is comparison of delinquent children with 
criminal parents & with less obviously raaladepted parents. 
83 
, PATTERNS* FAMILY 
155. ROBINS (Lee N) and HILL (Shirley Y), Assessing the contri-
butions of family structure and peer groups to juvenile 
delinquency. J Criia law Crimg Police Sc> 57, 3; 1966, Sep; 
325-34. 
Points out difficulties that case history techniques 
& Census tract analysis have left unsolved in trying to 
evaluate contribution of faroily patterns, class position & 
influence of peer groups to occurance of Juvenile delin-
quency, 
, , POLICIES, RESTITUTION 
156, STAPLES (williara Gi, Restitution as a sanction in Juvenile 
^oxxrt. Crime Delin. 32, 2; 1986, Apr; 177-85. 
Discusses current trend towards utilizing restitution 
is examined from critical & historical perspective. Resti-
tution policies & practices are placed within context of 
three major trends in Justice, 
, , PREDICTION, GLUECK 
157, PRIGMORE (Charles S). Analysis of rater reliability on the 
Glueck scale for the predictipn of Juvenile delinquency. 
J Criro Law, Criraq Police Sc. 54, 1; 1963. Mar; 30-41, 
Deals with Prigraore report on study concerning social 
prediction table developed by Sheldon & Eleanort Glueck for 
prediction of delinquency. 
, PROGRAMS, RSMEDIAL 
i58. KARAUS (J). Causes of delinquency as percieved by juveniles, 
Soc Def.21, 1; 1977; Jun; 79-86. 
Deals with Juvenile delinquents explaination £or his 
crime might be of value in designing preventive & remedial 
programs which avoid possibility of denial of responsibility, 
, , PSliCHOPATHOLOGY, PRENATAL 
159, RINSLEY (Donald B), Juvenile delinquency? A review of the 
past and a look at the future. Soc_Def, 42,3; 1978, May; 
252 - 60. 
Deals with historical review of juvenile delinquency 
with emphasis on its origin in prenatal familial psycho-
pathology & wider social determinants* 
, , RECIDIVISM 
160. GRUENWALD (Paul J) and WEST (Barbare R). Survival models of 
recidivism among Juvenile delinquents. J Quant Crimq. 5,3; 
1989, Sep; 215 - 29. 
Among juveniles probability of recidivism has curvilinear 
relationship to age, specifically rates of reoffending 
increase as function of age upto a certain point of pear 
activity & decrease with increasing age thereafter. 
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, RE-EXAMINING, PLATT 
161. LAUDERDALE (Pat K) and LARSO^ (Geraly J). Marxist and 
organizational approaches to delinquency and the socio-
logy of laws Crucial problems in testing the perspectives, 
Aroer Socio Rev. 43, 6; 1978, Dec; 922 -5. 
J Hagan & J Leon have attempted to test it by re-
examining work of A Piatt on juvenile delinquency. 
, , REFORM 
162. TRULSON (Michael E), Martial art trainings A novel cure 
for juvenile delinquency, Soc Def.39, 12; 1986, Dec; 1131-40. 
Discusses that juvenile delinquents identified by their 
scores on Minnestova Multiphasic personality inventory 
received training under 1 of 3 different protocols for 
1 hour 3 times weekly for period of 6 months. 
-, CANADA 
163, RAINS (Prue), Juvenile justice and the boy's farms ^^rviving 
a court created population Crises Sociol Soc f^s. 1909 -
1948 31,5;1984, Jan; 500-13, 
Deals with reform schools for juvenile delinquents 
which have shown remarkable resilience & adaptability in 
the face of changing public policy about how children who 
break the law should be treated. Here the case study of 
Canadian reform school discussed. 
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, REHABILITATION 
164, CLiiRKS, (Stevens H), Getting out of circulation! Does 
incarceration of juvenile offenders reduce Crime? 
J Crim Law Criraq. 65. 4; 1974, Dec; 528 - 35. 
Deals with two main groups which are involved in 
debates over penal sanctions: advocates of rehabilitation 
& advocates of removing criminals from society who believe 
that rehabilitation is secondary to interrupting criminal 
careers. 
, * RELATIONSHIP, INTRAFAMILY 
165. TORRES (Kathleen s). Intra«>family communication and Juvenile 
delinquency. Sociological Q> 11, 3; 1970, Sura? 366 - 73. 
Deals with possibility of relationship between intra* 
family communication Juvenile delinquency. 
, RESEARCH, TREATMENT 
166. ©LCZrtK (Paul V), PARCELL (Stanley R) and STOTT (Michael WR), 
iiefining Juvenile delinquency! specificity of the research 
sample and the right to treatment. J Clin Psv, 39, 6; 1963, 
Nov; 1007-12. 
Deals with research on & treatment of juvenile offenders 
have been hampered by lack of precise operational definition 
of construct Juvenile delinquency. 
, ROLEt PARENTAL 87 
167. STEINBERG (Lawrence). Familial factors in delinqaencys 
Developmental perspectives, Sociel Soc Res>2#3# 1987, Jan; 
255 o 68» 
Developmental perspective is presented on role of family 
in particular* role of parental neglect on set of juvenile 
delinquency* It is argued that family's role in delinquency 
is best understood when distinctions are made among pre-
early & mid-adolescent on set delinquents. 
, RURAL 
168. WILSON (Harriett)« parental supervisions Neglected aspect of 
delinquency. Br J CrimcL20#3; 1980, Jul; 203 - 35, 
Discusses statistical analysis of association of methods 
parenting & behaviour patterns of children. Families residing 
in innercity & suburban areas were c<mpared in terms of degree 
of social handicap, parental supervision & delinquency. 
, , , MODERNIZATION 
169. MUKHERJEE (Rekha), Juvenile delinquency in a changing society. 
Ind J Crimg. 7, 2; 1979, Jul; 138-42* 
In a society undergoing process of modernization, sub-
groups & ccffiamunity with in it find itself confronted with 
rapid & complex changes in oppr & challenges constituting its 
life situation. 
88 
, SALVATION, CORTS 
170, GARLAND (Norman M), Collateral attack on juvenile court 
delinquency decisions, J Criro l.aw Crima Police 3c. 57,2; 
1966, Jun; 136 - 44. 
Discusses purposes of juvenile courts to provide 
salvation for tender youths who tend toward crime, 
, , SCHi^ ME, CRIME, POLICE, ENGLAND 
171, GILLER (Henri). Cheshire juvenile volunteer scheme J ^oc 
Wei Law.M^ 1983, Sep; 283 - 92. 
Deals with England's Cheshire police developed 
scheme where by volunteers from conrounlty are matched 
with cautioned children for purpose of providing on going 
help, guidance or advice. 
, , SELPREPORT 
172. HARDT (Robert H) and PETERSON-HARDT(Sandra), On deter-
mining the quality of the del self-report method J Res 
Crime Delin. 14, 2; 1977, Jul; 247 - 61. 
Discusses increasing recognition that official sta-
tistics on juvenile delinquency have serious limitations 
when used in comparative analyses of the misbehaviours has 
led to growing reliance on use of self-report technique, 
Using data from a self-report study of 914 male adolescent 
the quality of results using this technique is appraised 
by several procedures. 
SOCIAL CHANGE 
173, BERGER (RONALD J) and BERGER ( Cherylynne E). Community 
organisation approaches to the prevention of juvenile 
delinquency. J SpcioX Soc ^ es. 12, 1; 1985, Mar; 129-153. 
Deals with examination of juvenile delinquency pre-
vention programs that utilised large-scale intervention 
& social change strategies. Typology of its practice is 
used to analyse assuRiptions, objectives & methods under-
lying these approaches. 
, , SOCIAL CLASS 
174. BROWN (Stephen £). Class-delinquency hypothesis and 
juvenile justice syst©n bias. Soc Def.55, 2; 1985, 
Nov; 212 - 23, 
Deals with relationship between social class & 
delinquency is re-examined to determine if discrepancy 
between findings with official v, self-report data can be 
resolved. 
175, FREASE (Dean E), Delinquency social class and the schools. 
Social Soc Res.57, 4; 1973, Jul; 443-59. 
Findings are reported showing no relationship 
between social class & juvenile delinquency, using three 
different dimensions of juvenile misconduct. 
, SOCIAL CONTROL, USSR 
176. HALLANDER (Paul). Converging social problems Juvenile 
delinquency in Soviet Union and US Br J CrimcL9,2; 1969, 
Apr; 148 - 66. 
Despite many structural differences between USSR & 
US there has been growing similarity between social prdblems 
of two societies among them juvenile delinquency. 
, , SOCIAL PROBLEM, PARENTS 
177, KODANDARAM(P). Cognitive style in father absent juvenile 
delinquents. Ind J Crimq>14,2; 1986, Jul; 152- 4, 
It is psycho social problem. Father absent delin-
quents are more field dependent than father present 
delinquents. 
, , SOCIOECONOMIC 
178. CERNKOVICH (Stephen A), Value Orientations and delin-
quency involvement, Crimq.15, 4; 1978, Feb; 443 - 58. 
Deals with current theories of juvenile delinquency 
which have produced a bifurcation of explainations based 
on supposed class-linked differences among adolescents 
of various socioeconcanic strata. 
91 
STATUS 
179, JANEKSBLA (Galan M) and MILLER (Martin G). Exploratory 
study of dellnqueiK:y« criminal offenses* and Juvenile 
status offenses via the cross-validation design, Soc Def, 
20* 77; 1985, Spr; 161 - 70. 
Deals with exploratory study of some variables that 
may have an effect on delinquency* crim offenses & juvenile 
status offenses* based on secondary analysis of data from 
two samples which are tested. 
, , , SOCIOEMOTIONAL 
160, SCHUTT ( Russell K } and Dannefer (Dale), Detention deci-
sions in juvenile cases. Law So> Rev. 22,3? 1988, Oct; 
509- 20. 
Deals with protectionist purpose which held to justify 
both need for discretionary decision making in juvenile 
justice cases & abseioce of due process protections. Here, 
measures of juvenile offenders socioemotional status are 
included with indicators of legal status & social background. 
, , STUDY, SEX 
181, SAMPSON (Robert J)• Sex differences in selfreported delin-
quency and official records: Multiple-group structtiral 
modeling approach, Crimq.1, 4; 1985, Dec; 345- 67 
92 
Deals with data from 1979 Seattle (wash) youth 
study o£ nondelinquent high school students* & police 
record only & juvenile court referred delinquents are 
used to examine sex differences in link between juvenile 
delinquency & official contacts. 
, SUBCULTURE 
182, RAMANA (K V )• Role of subcultures in juvenile delinquency; 
Critique of three sociological perspectives, Ind J Soc Work, 
33,2; 1972, Jul; 125 - 35. 
Deals with attempt to present a critical evaluation 
of these important theoretical perspectives on nature of 
subcultiire of delinquency & types of subculture differen-
ciation found among juvenile population. 
, SURVEY 
183, POLK ( Kenneth), Curriculum tracking and delinquency: 
Some observations, Amer Socio Rev. 48,2; 1983, Apr; 282-4, 
Deals with that some sociologists stress role of 
junior high school tracking in juvenile delinquency of 
high school students, even though their own evidence shows 
school experience nearest in time to delinquency to be 
more influential factor. 
, URBAN. ENGLAND 
184. WILSON ( Harriett). Juvenile delinquency, parental 
criminality and social handicap, Br J Crirag^15,3; 1975, 
Jul; 241-50. 
Deals with study of child developnnent 56 families 
in large English city were selected on criteria that they 
were known to social services department had at least five 
children lived in inner ring zone & had one child who was 
male age either 6 or 10. 
, US 
185. RANKIN ( Joseph H ). Family context of delinquency. Soc Prob. 
30, 4; 1983, Apr; 466-79. 
Deals with relationship between broken homes & 
delinquency is examined among two samples of US children 
interviewed in 1967 & 1972. 
186. UNKOVIC ( Charles M ) and DUCSAY (William J). Application 
of Configurational analysis to the recidivism of juvenile 
delinquent. J Grim Law Crimq Police Sc, 60, 3; 1969, Sep; 
340- 4. 
Deals with findings of research report by ccfflrounity 
Action for Youth of recidiviata prediction in twenty one 
census tracts of Cleveland, Ohio. 
94 
, LAW, VIOLATION 
187. BISHOP (Donna M). Legal and extralegal barriers to 
delinquencys Panel analysis. Crlmq>22, 3; 1984, Aug; 
403 -19. 
Deals with recent research on deterrence which 
has began to couch discussions o£ legal sanctions in 
context of broader perspectives that take account of 
other factor that raay inhibit law violation. 
, LEVEL, IQ, US 
188. WALSH ( Anthony ). Cognitive functioning and delinquency* 
property versus violent offenses. Br J Crimq>31,3; 1987, 
Dec; 285 - 9, 
Deals with c<»nparison of property & violent offenses 
& verbal IQ levels among sample of Juvenile delinquents 
formerly on probation in Boise, Idaho, & Ohio, based on 
official record. 
, LITERATURE, REVIEW 
189. KLECK (Gary). On the use of self report data to determine 
the class distribution of criminal and delinquency behavioui 
Amer Socio Rev> 47, 3; 1982, Jun; 427-33. 
Deals with Charles R Tittle Wayne J Villeroez and 
Donglas A fitaith who have concluded on basis of review of 
literature that there is no association between criminal 
behaviotir and social class. 
95 
, MALE, BRITAIN 
190. EYO ( Isidore E). British delinquents and non-delinquents 
on seven dcMoains of the self-concept. J Psy. 109,1; 1981, 
Sep; 137-45. 
Deals vith British male delinquents who were compared 
with their non-delinquents in terms of scores on seven 
socialization related dcxnains of counseling & resea.rch. 
, , CRIME, ARREST 
191. ALLEN (Emile Anderson } and STEFFENSMEIER ( Darell J ). 
Youth, underemployment and property crimes Differential 
effects of job availability and job quality on juvenile 
and young adult arrest rates, ^ er Socio Rev. 54,1; 1989, 
Feb; 107 - 23. 
Deals with relationship between employment conditions 
& property crime arrest rates of male Juveniles & young 
adults, using age specific state-level data from 1977-80, 
compiled from raw arrest data of Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation's Uniform crime reports. 
, HOMELESS 
192. SNOW (David A) and AHDERSON (Leon). Delinquency and homeless 
men« Bnpirical assessment. Soc Prcrip.36,5; 1989, Dec; 532-49. 
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Deals witb examination of relationship between 
delinquency & hopelessness by tracking randon sample 
of homeless males through police dept records of 
Austin, Tex, over a twenty seven-month period. 
, , IMAGES, CRIME, POLICE 
193, GARRETT (Mareia) and SHORT (James P). Social class and 
delinquencys Predictions and outcomes of police-
Juvenile encounters. Soc Prob, 22, 3; 1975, Feb; 368-81. 
Discusses three types oM data present police 
images of delinquency, their estimates of delinquent 
involvement of boys from different social class back-
grounds & their predictions. 
, LAW 3RBAKERS, WELSH 
194. WORDSWORTH (MEJ). Delinquency in a national sample of 
children Br J Crimg.15, 2, 1975, Apr; 167-174, 
Deals with incidences of officially noted law 
breakers in representative cohert of some English & 
Welsh males who have been studied at intervals of not 
less than two years from birth in 1946 to present day. 
, , SOCIAL INTERACTION, CRIt^ E, POLICE 
195, SHAPLAND (Joanna M). Self-reported delinquency in boys 
aged 11 to 14 Br J Crijaq. 18, 3; 1978, Jul; 255 - 66. 
97 
Pattern of delinquency Is related to pattern of 
social life in boys during a related to police contact 
£c social Interaction patternst boys who conralt more 
offenses are those who caaiinit a more varied range of 
offenses* boys conunlttlng more offenses are more likely 
to have been caught/warned by authorities. 
, , SURVEY, VALUE, ROKEACH 
196. FEATHER (NT) and CR033 iDQ), Value systems and delinquencys 
Parental and generational discrepencles in value systems 
for delinquent and non-delinquent boys. Br J Soclol. 14,2; 
1975, Jun; 117-29. 
Deals with sample of 82 delinquent boys in two insti-
tutions & matched sample of 82 non-delinquent boys frcKit three 
secondary schools ranked values frcxn Rokeach Value Survey 
in their order of importance for self, mother & father. 
, MEASUREMENT 
197. LESIEUR (Henry R) and LEHMAN (Peter M). Remeasuring delin-
quencys Republication and Critique, Br J Crimg.15, 1; 1975, 
Jan; 69 -80. 
Almost ten years ago Sellin and Wolfgang wrote 
The Measurement of Delinquency. Since then, their ratio 
scale has been used by Criminologists in studying delin-
quency & its causes. 
, SOCIOLOGISTS 
198. WELLFORD (Charles F} and MICH/^L (Wiatrowsk ). Measurement 
of delinquency, J Crim Law Crimq Police Sc.66#2? 1975, 
Jun; 175- 88, 
Deals with T Sellin & M if^ olfgang's publication has 
provided criminologists with tool to further understand 
offense seriousness* Foxir areas are covered here. 
, MODEL, IHFLUENTIAL, SHAW 
199. SAMPSON ( Robert J) and GROVES ( W Byron ). Community 
structive and Crime* Testing social disorganisation theory, 
Araer J Sociol.94, 4; 1989, Jan; 774 « 800, 
Deals with Shaw & McKay's influential theory of cc»n-» 
munity social disorganisation has never been directly 
tested. To address this, caiMttunity-level theory that 
builds on Shaw & Hckay's original model is formulated & 
tested. 
, SOCIAL CONTROL 
200. CONGER (Rand D). Social control and social tearing models 
of delinquent behaviour, synthesis, Crimq.14, 1; 1976, May; 
17-40, 
Discusses how social interaction processes can affect 
delinquent behaviour, social control & social learning 
models of delinquent behaviour are reviewed & compared. 
b 
, NORMS, SOCIAL 
201, OMODEI { R A), Delinquency in girls. Amer J Sociol., 15> 1; 
1979, Mar? 81-5, 
Discussed that most literature of delinquency has 
assiuned inmate male, female differences or socially pres-
cribed norms for such differences as determining factors 
in female delinquency patterns. 
, PARENTS ABSENCE, AMERICA 
202. AUSTIN (Roy L), Race, father-absence and female delinquency 
Crimq 15. 4; 1978, Feb; 487-504. 
Discussions of effect of father-absence on delinquency 
often show special concern for relatively high rate of 
father-absence among black Americans. 
, PARENTS, THEORY, SOCIAL CONTROL 
20 3, LISKA { Allen E ) and REED (Mark D). Ties to conventional 
institutions and delinquency: Estimating reciprocal effects, 
Amer Sociological Rev. 21, 3; 1971, Nov; 132-7. 
Discusses social control theory hypothesizes that 
ties to conventional institution control or inhibit most 
people most of time from acting on deviant motives. 
Relationship between juvenile delinquency & ties to con-
ventional institution defined by recent researcher as 
attachment to parents & school, is examined based on re-
analysis of data. 
IDO 
t , URBAN 
204* SLATIN ( Gerald T }. Ecological analysis of delinquency: 
Aggregation effects. Amer Socio Rev. 34, 6; 1969, Dec; 
894 - 906. 
Discussion was made to determine whether there are 
variations in respondents between delinquency & selected 
individual traits, eg, father's occupation, school perfor-
mance, etc. by area with in a sraall city. 
, PEER, ASSOCIATION, 1960 
205, LISKA ( Allen E ) , Causal structure underlying the rela-
tionship between delinquency involvement and delinquent 
peers, Sociol Segues. 58, 1; 1973, Oct; 23-36. 
Deals with studies reported in 1960s have clearly 
established that delinquent involvement is strongly related 
to delinquent peer association. However, causal structure 
underlying variable relationship remains relatively 
unexplored. 
, PEERCULTURE, MISSOURI TRAINING SCHOOL 
206. BOHANNON Self-concept, delinquency and positive peer culture 
Crimg. 15,4; 1978, Feb; 529 - 38. 
•Discusses juvenile delinquency & correction are empiri-
cally assessed in terras of agency & ccanmunication as defined 
101 
by D Bakan# used with a muXtl-scaled index was used on 
juvenile delinquents in a positive peer culture program 
at state of Missouri Training School for Boys. 
, PERSON'S SEX, RESEARCH 
207. JENSEN (Gary J ) and EVE ( Raymond ). Sex differences in 
delinquency: Examination of popular sociological explana-
tions Crlrog» 13, 4; 1976, Feb; 427 - 48. 
Deals with much neglected issue in delinquency research 
relationship between person's sex & self reported delinquent 
action is explored. 
, PHENOMENA, GROUP, STUDY 
208, KLEIN ( Malcolm W )• Group context of delinquency, Sociol 
sa:Res. 54, Ij 1969, Oct; 63-71, 
Deals with few specific studies which are based on 
general assumption that most delinquency is a group 
phenomena, 
, PREDICTION, SOCIAL 
209. SHARIFF ( lA ) and SEKAR (R), Social predictors in juvenile 
delinquency. Ind J Criraq.lO, 1; 1982, Jan; 42-6, 
Deals with application of Gluck's social prediction 
scale on three groups of thirty individuals each, in remand 
home, slum fit normal families, has brought out lucidly that 
scale is applicable in Indian situation. 
,PREDICTIVE, EFFICIENCY 
210. LOEBER (Rolf). Prediction of delinquency. Criraq. 19, 2? 1986, 
Sep; 49-77, 
Deals with longitudinal studies of early procursore of 
juvenile delinquency analyzed to determine which predictors 
of delinquency are evident & how they con^are in predictive 
efficiency. 
, PREVENTION, TECHNIQUE 
211. LOGAN (Charles H), Evaluation research in Crime and delin-
quency. Soc Def. 63,3; 1972, Sep; 378-87, 
Discusses answer of mentioned question. Do we have 
any scientific knowledge about effectiveness of techniques 
of programs for prevention or correction of delinquency U 
crime? 
, US 
212. FARRINGTON (David P). Delinquency prevention in the 1980s, 
Soc Def. 8, 1; 1985, Mar; 3-16. 
Discusses review of current delinquency prevention 
strategies in US that emphasize trying to change organisa-
tions rather than individuals. 
103 
, PSYCHOLOGICAL 
213. PINK (WiXliara T), Academic failure, student social conflict, 
and delinquent behaviour. Urb Rev. 14, 3; 1982, Pal? 141 -80. 
Discusses that several disciplinary & theoretical pers-
pectives are reviewed in exploring the relationship between 
various iorms of academic failure in schools & range of 
critical student attitudes & behaviour. 
214. TYLER (Tom R) and SCHULLER ( Repaa A ). Aging and attitude 
change. J Pers Soc Psv.61, 5; 1991, Nov; 689-97, 
Discusses that social psychologists have proposed 
variety of different model to account for peoples relative 
openness to attitude change through life cycle. 
, , MODEL 
215. WERNER (Eric), Psychological and ethnic correlates of inter-
personal maturity among delinquents. Br J Crimg.IS, 1; 1975, 
Jan; 51-68. 
Evaluated is relationship of M Warren's Interpersonal 
maturity system of development stages to statistical typology 
of some delinquents is derived from configural characteristics 
of cluster scores on three oblique dimensions of Calif 
Psychological Inventory, 
104 
, PSYCHOPATHIC, ATTITUDES 
216, MEGARGEE (Edwin 1 ) and Roy ( E Golden), Parental attitude 
of psychopathic and subcultural delinquents. Criraq. 10#4; 
1973, Feb; 427-39. 
Deals with attitudes of psychopathic delinquents 
sulxiultural delinquents & non-delinquents towards their 
mothers & fathers were assessed. 
, RACIAL, ETHNIC, INVASION, US 
217. BURSIK (Robert J) aod WEBB (Jin). Comraunity change and 
patterns of delinquency, Amer J Sociol, 88, 1; 1982, 
Jul? 24-40, 
Discusses findings of classic Shaw & Mckay delin-
quency research was that distributional pattern of delin-
quency in Chicago remained relatively stable over time 
despite processes of ethnic & social invasion & succession. 
, RELIGION 
218. ELIF30N (Kirk VO * PETERSEN (David M) and HADWAY (C Kirk). 
Religiosity and delincpiencyj A contexual analysis. Crimq, 
21, 4; 1983, Nov; 505-27. 
Discussed esfploration of contradictory findings 
that have characterized the relationship between religion 
and delinquency which based on data frcwn interviews. 
105 
, RELIGIOSITY, TECHNIQUE, REGRESSION 
219. COCHRAN ( John K). Another look at delinquency and reli-
giosity Br J Sociol> 9,2; 1989, Aug; 147 - 62. 
Discussed hc»nogeneous effects logistic regression 
technique for ordinal response dependent variables is 
employed to test relationships between religiosity & several 
forms of delinquent behaviour, 
, RESEARCH, SOCIOLOGICAL, CANADA 
220. HAGAN (John), GILLIS (AR) and CHAN (Janet Correlation 
between social class and official delinquency. Socio Q. 
11,3; 1983, Jan, 132-9. 
It is one of more stable findings of sociological 
research. Consensus , conflict & organizational explanation 
of this correlation are examined with a coordinated set 
of survey, interview & official data gathered in central 
area of a middle-sized Canadian city. 
, RULES, SOCIAL, CANADA 
221. HAGAN (John), GILLIS (AR) and CHAN (Janet). Explaining 
official delinquencys Spatial study of class, conflict 
and control. Socio Q. 19,3; 1978, Sum; 386-97, 
Discusses correlation between social class & offi-
cial delinquency is one of more stable findings of social 
research. Conflict & organizational explainations of this 
correlation are examined with coordinated set of survey. 
106 
interview & official data gathered in central area of 
middle-sized Canadian city. 
•' SCHOOL, PUBLIC AND PRIVA3E 
222, VAZ (Edmund W), Delinquency and the youth culture: Upper 
and middle class boys. J Crim Law Crimg Police So,60^1; 
1969, Mar; 33 - 46. 
Deals with youth culture & its influence on private 
& public school middle & upper-class boys. Limited self-
reported data reveal that these boys are peer oriented & 
are interested in social non-academic affairs. 
, SELPCONCEPT 
223. CULBERSTON (Robert G), Effect of institutionalization on 
the delinquent inmate's self concept, J Criro Law Crimg.66,1, 
1975, Mar; 88 - 93. 
Hypothesized for delinquents that self-concept will 
decrease linearly with increasing time of incarceration, 
, tJELF-REpORT 
224. ELIOTT (Delbert S) and AGETON (Suzanne S ), Reconcilling 
race and class differences in self-reported and official 
estimates of delinquency, Amer Socio Rey>45, 1; 1980, Feb; 
95-110. 
107 
225, ELIOTT (Delbert §) and HUIZINGA (David), Social class and 
delinquent behaviour in a National Youth Panel, Criiaq. 21, 
2; 1983, May; 149 - 77, 
i>eals with question of whether or not more adequate 
measure of self-reported delinquency applied to a represen-
tative national sample which would reveal social class diffe-
rences in delinqueiicy that have not been found in earlier 
self-report studies is explored. 
, SOCIAL-CONTROL 
226. HOGAN ( H Wayne ) and MOOKHERJEE (Harsha N), Delinquency 
and personal v, social controls. J Soc Psy^ 114, 1; 1981, 
Jun; 51- 5 
'discusses that selecting & defining research variables 
according to the theoretical criterion of personal and 
school control which would provide better explaination of 
certain forms of deviance questionnaire were administered. 
, US 
227. COLVIN (Mark) and PAULY (John). Critique of criminology: 
Toward an integrated structural Marxist theory of delinquency 
production. Amer J Sociol,89, 3; 1983, No; 513 -51, 
It can be interpreted as a latent outccmie of social 
reproduction process of capitalism. A model of US social 
control structure is outlined. 
SOClAL PROBLEMS,ANALYSIS,FUNCTIONAL 
228. KITSUSE (John 1 ) and MALCOLM (Spector). Social problems and 
deviance 8 Scwne parallel issues. Soc Prob«22, 5; 1975, Jiin; 
584 - 94. 
Deals with functionalist school In which social 
problems have been assimilated into functional analysis with 
emphasis on dysfunctions & disorganisation. 
, SOCIAL STATUS 
229. JOHNSTONE (John w)• Social Class social areas and delinquency. 
Sociol SoeRes>63, 1; 1978, Oct; 49-70. 
State that serious & coraraon place varieties of delin-
quent expression are linked to status contexts & that there 
is little support for contention that delinquency is indepen-
dent of social position. 
, SOCIAL VALUES 
230. HUDAK (Mary A), ANDRE (J) and ALLEN ( Russell O). Delinquency 
and social values^ Differences between delinquent and non 
delinquent adolescents. You So. 11,3; 1980, Mar; 353 - 68. 
Discusses that extent to which functional adoption of 
selected social values has been made by delinquents is assessed. 
, SCX:iAL WORK, THEORIES 
231. SAAKI (Carolyn ). Understanding Value deficiencies in 
delinquent behaviour, Soc thou> 9,3; 1983, Sum; 30 - 48. 
Deals with psychoanalytic assumptions that have 
influenced social work & theories that suggests affective 
experience develops as part of general conceptual develop-
ment, & forced reliance on immediate, poorly planned 
actions will result in delinquency, 
, TREATMENT, SOCIOLOGICAL 
232. ROWE C David C ) and OSGOOD ( D Wayne ). Heredity and 
sociological theories of delinquency! A reconsideration. 
Amer Socio Rev. 49, 4; 1984, Aug/ 526-40. 
Deals with sociological treatments of crime & delin-
quency, genetic explainations which are either ignored or 
ridiculed, 
, , PSYCHOLOGICAL 
233. McCORD (William ) and SANCHEZ ( Joseph ). Treatment of 
deviant children; A twenty five year follow-up study. 
Crime Delin. 29, 2; 1983; Apr; 238 -53. 
Deals with study of two types of reform school> one 
which emphasized psychological treatment & other stressed 
harsh punishment, which did not affect recidivism rates 
until after age of 24, 
10 
234.0DELL (Brian Neal), Accelerating entry into the opportunity 
structures Sociologically based treatment for delinquent 
youth. Socio SocRes. 58#3; 1974, Apr; 312 - 7, 
Deals with evaluation which was made of two psycholo-
gically based & two sociologically-based treatment programs 
serving lower-class, persistently-offending delinquent boys. 
, TRENDS, ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE, CAMBRIDGE 
235,OoBORK (S G) . Moving home, leaving London and delinquent 
trends, ^r J Crlmg,20, 1; 1980, Jan, 54-61, 
Discusses details of connection between moving home 
U delinquency which were investigated as part of Cambridge 
study in delinquent development. After interview of specific 
age group entries in Criminal record office for routine 
offenses were used to define delinquency, 
, URBAN 
236,FORMAN (Robert E), Delinquency rates and opportunities for 
subculture transmission. J Grim law^ Crimq Police Sc. 54,3; 
1963, Sep; 317-21. 
Discusses major approach to study of delinquency views 
it as deviant system of values & behaviour tending to be 
localized in certain areas in cities. 
I l l 
, ENGLAND 
237. EDWARDS ( Anne ), Sex and area variations in delinquency 
rates in an English city. Br J Crimq. 13,2; 1973, Apr;121-37. 
Deals with study of sex & area variations in delin-
quency rates in industrial city in north-east England is 
considered. 
, VALUES, SOCIAL 
238. HUDAK (Mary A), ANDRE (J) and ALLEN (Russell 0). Delinquency 
and social values* Differences between delinquent and non-
delinquent adolescents. You So. 11,3; 1980, Mar; 353-68. 
Discusses that while delinquency has been widely 
studied, subject has rarely been viewed from perspective 
of social value patterns. Functional adoption of selected 
social values has been made by delinquent is assessed. 
, YOUTH, BEiiAVlOUR, DEVIANT, PREVENTION 
239. CASSEL ( RUssell N ). Computer assist counselling for the 
prevention of delinquent behaviour among teenagers and youth. 
Sociol Soc Res.54, 1; 1969, Oct; 72 -9, 
Discusses that learning theory is considered important 
for prevention of delinquency. 
112 
, , CRIME 
240, HAWKINS ( J David ) and WEIS (Joseph G), Social develop-
ment models Integrated approach to delinquency prevention 
Soc De£.6, 2; 1985, Win; 73-97. 
Discusses social development model for preventing 
youth crime derived from integrating control & social 
learning theories is presented. 
, DAMAGE 
241. TRASLER (GORDON). Delinquency recidivism and desistance 
Br J Crimo.19, 47 1979, Oct; 314-22. 
Discusses self-report studies show that many male 
youth occasionally engaged in theft & damage. Such delin-
quency is adaptive response to conditions of adolescent 
U commonly ceases in early adulthood, being inconsistent 
with adult satisfactions & responsibilities. 
, PEAR 
242, YIN (Peter), Pear of Crime as a problem for the elderly. 
Soc Prob>30, 2; 1982, Dec; 240-4. 
Analyses survey data to discover how fear of crime 
effects elderly. Fear is related to neighbourhood dis-
satisfaction & how morale to a lesser extent to involuntary 
isolation. 
113 
, , , INDIA 
243. ROBBINS ( Susan P ) and ALEXANDER (Rudolph) Indian 
delinq[uency on \irban and rural reservations. Soc Prob. 
13, 2; 1985, Nov; 179-82. 
Discusses differences in types of crimes conroitted 
by Seminole Indian youth living on urban & rural reserva-
tion are examined with self administered questionnaire data 
provided by some youths regarding their involvement in few 
types of criminal offense, 
, , INDIAN COMPARED WITH NON-INDIAN 
244. FORSLUND (Morris A) and CRANSTON (Virginia A), Self-report 
comparison of Indian and Anglo delinquency in Wyoming. 
Crimq.13,2; 1975, Aug? 193 - 8. 
Deals with comparison rates & types of delinquency 
involvement among Indian & non Indian youth in some geogra-
phical area. 
, , REBELLION 
245. KELLY (Delos H). Status origins, track position and delin-
quent involvementJ Self report analysis. Socio Q. 16, 2; 
1975, Spr; 264 - 71. 
Discusses recent trends in delinquency theorizing & 
research note that track position, independent of status 
origin, is highly associated with such behavioural outcome 
^s youth i^ ebellion & delinquency. 
, GREENING, MULTISTAGE 
246. LOEBER (Rolf), DISHION ( Thomas) and i»ATTEaSDN(Generld R). 
Multiple gating * Multistage assessment procedure for 
identifying youths at risk for delinquency. Soc Def« 21, 1; 
1984, Feb; 7-32. 
Discusses Bjultistage screening device called mul-
tiple gating. It was developed to screen delinquent from 
non delinquent youths; it consists of three increasingly 
more expensive sequential assessments, 
, , SELVES 
247. OYSERMAN (Daphna) and MARKUS (Hazel Rose). Possible selves 
and delinquency. J Per Soc Psv.59, 1; 1990; Aug; 112-25, 
Discusses relationship between this which is exploreds 
Some youths between age of 13-16 who varied in degree of 
their delinquency were asked to describe possible selves. 
, SOCIOLOGICAL 
248, ROBIN (Gerald D), Anti-poverty programs & delinquency, J of 
law, Cri Police Sc.60, 3; 1969, Sep; 323 - 31, 
Discusses effect of anti-poverty efforts on delin-
quency is explored with in context of the in-school Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps, one of the largest, best known & most 
favourably received Federal programs of its kind. 
115 
, , URBAN 
249. ORCUTT (James D), S e l f - c o n c e p t and i n s u l a t i o n a g a i n s t 
delinqfuencys Some c r i t i c a l n o t e s . Socio Q > l l / 3 ; 1970, 
3 8 1 - 9. 
Discusses c e n t r a l problems search for a c l u e 
p o s s i b l e s e l f - f a c t o r which might shed l i g h t on what i t 
i s t h a t s t e e r s youths i n h igh de l inquency a r e a s of l a r g e 
c i t y away frcwn involvement i n de l inquency . 
, US 
250, GLASSNER (Barry), BERG (Bruce) and JOHNS ON (Bruce D). A 
note on the deterrent effect of juvenile v, adult juris-
diction, Soc Prob.31, 2; 1983, Dec; 219 - 21, 
Deals with serendipitous finding from ongoing study 
of youths in medium size city in New York is that many 
youths sharply reduce involvement in illegal activities 
at age 16, 
, , , RURAL 
251, ORCUTT (James D). Self-concept and insulation against 
delinquency. Some critical notes. Socio Qs. 11,3; 1970, 
Sum; 381 - 90. 
Critically examined research which has its central 
problem search for a clue a possible self factor which 
might shed light on what it is that steer youths in 
high delinquency areas of a large city away from involve-
ment in delinquency, 
, , VIOLATION , LAWS 
252, GLASER (Daniel), Economic and social cultural variables 
affecting rates of youth unemployment, delinquency and 
crime. You So, 11, 1; 1979, Sep; 53-82. 
Deals with survey of social science literature on 
economic variables affecting laws violation rates which 
is followed by evidence & inference ttiat social & cultxoral 
aspect of lives of many of today's youths are major 
determinants of both their unemployment & their offenses. 
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